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RACIAL LABOR MARKET GAPS: THE ROLE OF ABILITIES AND SCHOOLING CHOICES SERGIO S. URZUA



Abstract. This paper studies the relationship between abilities, schooling choices and black-white differentials in labor market outcomes. The empirical analysis is based on a model of endogenous schooling choices and labor market outcomes with two unobserved sources of heterogeneity (abilities), one unobserved source of uncertainty and four time periods. In the model, agents’ schooling decisions are based on expected future earnings, family background and unobserved abilities. Hourly wages and annual hours worked are modeled for each period. The model distinguishes unobserved abilities from test scores, allowing the latter to be determined by family background, schooling at the time of the test, and unobserved abilities. The model is implemented using representative samples of black and white males from the NLSY79. The results indicate that, even after controlling for abilities, there are significant and sizeable racial labor market gaps in the overall population and within schooling levels. The results also suggest that the standard practice of equating observed test scores may overcompensate for diﬀerentials in ability, underestimating unexplained racial gaps.



1. Introduction The existence of black-white gaps in a variety of labor market and educational outcomes has been extensively documented. It is well established that, on average, blacks are less educated, have lower income and accumulate less work experience than whites.1 This paper studies whether the diﬀerences in labor market outcomes and schooling attainment can be interpreted as the manifestation of black-white ability diﬀerentials. Although this idea is not new, the analysis presented is a comprehensive one that takes into account several aspects that have been only partially recognized in the literature. The empirical strategy utilized in this paper treats both schooling decisions and labor market outcomes as endogenous variables. This represents an important diﬀerence relative to previous studies, as schooling decisions are usually either excluded from the analysis on the grounds that they might be influenced by Date: First Draft: May 30, 2006. Revised: June 9, 2007. Key words and phrases. Cognitive and Noncognitive Abilities, Schooling Choices, Racial Diﬀerences in Labor Market Outcomes. I acknowledge helpful discussions with Jim Heckman, Bas Weel, Derek Neal, Glenn Loury, Robert Townsend, Lars Hansen, Chris Taber, Greg Duncan, Jora Stixrud, Paul LaFontaine, three anonymous referees, and to the participants of workshops at the University of Chicago, Brown University, and Northwestern University. The usual disclaimer applies. Supplementary material: http://home.uchicago.edu/~surzua/papers/GAPPaper/gapWebAppendix.pdf. 1 See for example Altonji and Blank (1999), Neal (2006), and Carneiro, Heckman, and Masterov (2005b). 1
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discrimination (Neal and Johnson, 1996), or included under the presumption that they can be treated as exogenous variables (Lang and Manove, 2006).2 The omission of schooling obviously prevents the study of black-white diﬀerences in educational decisions and the extent to which those diﬀerences explain the observed gaps in labor market outcomes. Their inclusion as exogenous variables, on the other hand, limits the scope of the empirical analysis because of potential endogeneity bias. Also addressed is the extent to which black-white gaps can be explained by noncognitive, as well as cognitive, ability diﬀerentials. This is particularly relevant since recent studies have demonstrated that noncognitive abilities are as important, if not more, as cognitive abilities in determining many labor market, schooling, and behavioral outcomes (e.g. Bowles et al., 2001b; Bowles et al., 2001a; Farkas, 2003; and Heckman et al., 2006). However, to date very little is known about the role these abilities play in explaining racial diﬀerentials. Importantly, the analysis distinguishes observed cognitive and noncognitive measures from unobserved cognitive and noncognitive abilities. This distinction is based on the idea that observed (or measured) abilities are the outcome of a process involving familial inputs, schooling experience and pure (unobserved) ability. The relevance of this distinction comes from the claim that racial gaps in observed achievement tests (interpreted as observed cognitive abilities) can explain most of the racial diﬀerences in labor market outcomes (see for example Neal and Johnson, 1996). But, if racial diﬀerences in achievement test scores do not emerge exclusively as the result of diﬀerences in abilities but also as the result of diﬀerences in family background and schooling environment, then by comparing the labor market outcomes of blacks and whites with similar observed abilities (test scores), we are not necessarily understanding or identifying the real factors behind the racial gaps. The analysis of this paper sheds light on this point.3 Finally, although the analysis mainly focuses on black-white diﬀerences in labor market outcomes and schooling decisions, it also addresses whether ability diﬀerentials can explain racial diﬀerences in incarceration. The racial diﬀerences in this dimension of social behavior have received increasing attention in the literature.4 2



An important exception is the analysis of Keane and Wolpin (2000). Keane and Wolpin (2000) analyze racial labor market gaps using a dynamic model of schooling, work, and occupational choice decisions. 3 The literature studying racial gaps recognizes some of the limitations of using test scores (measured abilities) as proxies for ability, particularly in the case of cognitive test scores. Neal and Johnson (1996) and Cameron and Heckman (2001) for example, restrict their analysis to the sample of respondents 18 or younger at time of the tests from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY79). This tries to control for the fact that individuals in the NLSY79 sample take the tests at diﬀerent ages, and consequently, at diﬀerent schooling levels. Carneiro, Heckman, and Masterov (2005a), also using NLSY, utilize age and family background adjusted test scores by constructing the residuals from OLS regression of test scores on those variables. The approach in this paper diﬀers from these alternatives. 4 Freeman (1991), Bound and Freeman (1992), Grogger (1998), Western and Pettit (2000).
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The empirical results of the paper establish the existence of racial diﬀerences in the distributions of cognitive and noncognitive abilities. They also demonstrate that, regardless of the racial group analyzed, these abilities are important determinants of several labor market outcomes and schooling attainment, and document the existence of significant diﬀerences accross racial groups in the way these abilities determine each of these dimensions. This is particularly clear in the case of schooling attainment, where noncognitive abilities have stronger positive eﬀects among blacks than among whites. The results also demonstrate that racial diﬀerences in cognitive ability are the most important cause of racial inequality. However, the percentage explained by these diﬀerences is significantly smaller than what has been previously claimed in the literature. This is a direct implication of the distinction between observed and unobserved abilities. Moreover, although there are significant black-white diﬀerences in noncognitive abilities, they play a minor role in explaining gaps in labor market outcomes. However, noncognitive abilities help to explain an important fraction of the racial gaps in incarceration rates. It is important to notice that it is not an objective of this paper to provide a comprehensive explanation of the factors explaining the racial diﬀerences in unobserved abilities. Specifically, in the context of the empirical model described in this paper, and given the data limitations5 , the estimated racial diﬀerences in unobserved abilities could very well be the result of a variety of unobserved factors (unmeasured racial diﬀerences in early family environment including pre-natal family enviroment, unmeasured racial diﬀerences in early schooling environment, cultural diﬀerences between groups, biological/genetic diﬀerences between groups, or most likely, a combination of all of these). There is nothing in this paper that contradicts this logic, and consequently, the existence (and explanatory power) of the ability diﬀerentials must be interpreted in this context. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents evidence on the black-white wage gap using the standard empirical approach. The results from Section 2 motivate the main ideas of the paper. Section 3 introduces the model of endogenous labor market outcomes, schooling decisions and unobserved abilities, while Section 4 analyzes the relationship between test scores and abilities in the context of the model. It also introduces the model for incarceration. Section 5 discusses the empirical implementation of the model. Section 6 presents the main results and examines if black-white gaps in labor market outcomes, schooling choices, and incarceration rates can be explained by racial diﬀerences in abilities. Section 7 concludes.
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The information utilized for the identification of the (unobserved) abilities comes from a sample of individuals 14 years and older. See data Appendix for details.
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2. Background and Motivation This section motives the main ideas of the paper by analyzing a conventional approach to studying black-white diﬀerentials in labor market outcomes. Specifically, consider the following linear model for a labor market outcome Y (usually hourly wages or earnings): ln Y = ϕBlack + γT +



S X



φs Ds + U



(2.1)



s=1



where Black represents the race dummy, Ds represents a dummy variable that takes a value of 1 if the individual’s schooling level is s (with s = 1, .., S), T represents the observed ability measure(s),6 and U is the error term in the regression. Diﬀerent versions of (2.1) can be found in the literature studying black-white inequality in the labor market.7 Here, the coeﬃcient associated with the race dummy can be written as



i h i h ϕ = E ln Y |Black = 1, T, {Ds }Ss=1 − E ln Y |Black = 0, T, {Ds }Ss=1 .



(2.2)



so, ϕ can be interpreted as the mean racial diﬀerence in (log) labor market outcome Y after controlling for measured ability and schooling decisions. In other words, ϕ represents the diﬀerence between two individuals that share the same levels of education and measured ability, and diﬀer only in their races. Although the logic behind (2.1) is simple and intuitive, its empirical implementation requires some nontrivial considerations. The first concern is the existence of unobserved variables simultaneously aﬀecting schooling decisions and labor market outcomes. The consequences of this potential endogeneity on the estimates of the returns to schooling (each φs in equation (2.1)) have received the attention of many for over fifty years (Mincer, 1958 and Becker, 1964). The instrumental variable approach has emerged as the most popular method to deal with this endogeneity problem (Card, 2001). However, less attention has been paid to the consequences of endogeneity bias in the estimates of ϕ. Neal and Johnson (1996) propose a diﬀerent empirical strategy that, in principle, avoids concerns about endogeneity biases. They addressed a specific counterfactual. Namely, if two young persons reach the age at which mandatory schooling is no longer required, with the same basic reading and math skills, how diﬀerent will their labor market outcomes be when they are prime working aged adults? Neal and Johnson (1996) were not interested in how choices made concerning education, labor supply or occupation might shape the wage and earnings profiles of blacks and whites diﬀerently. Rather, they focused only on



6In principle, the vector of abilities T can contain measures of both cognitive and noncognitive abilities. 7See Neal (2006), Farkas, England, Vicknair, and Kilbourne (1997), Altonji and Blank (1999), Farkas (2003).
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the average diﬀerences in outcomes among persons who began making adult choices concerning education and labor supply given the same endowments of basic skills.8 By contrast, ϕ in equation (2.2) defines a diﬀerent racial gap in labor market outcomes that has been the focus of a large literature. If two young persons of diﬀerent races begin their adult lives with similar basic skills and then make comparable investment in their human capital, how much will their wages diﬀer as adults? As the analysis of this paper will show, a fixed racial gap in wages will not provide a satisfactory answer to this question. Among black and white persons who begin their adult lives with comparable skills, racial diﬀerences in adult wages and earnings will vary among groups that choose diﬀerent levels of educational investment. The empirical approach utilized in this paper will allow me to estimate these diﬀerent racial gaps and also make progress toward understanding why changes in investment behavior among blacks have not equalized black and white returns to diﬀerent levels of schooling. A second concern when implementing (2.1) is whether the observed abilities (T ) measure abilities accurately. Several studies have demonstrated that observed ability measures cannot be interpreted as pure ability and that they are also influenced by home and school environments (see Neal and Johnson, 1996; Todd and Wolpin, 2003; and Cunha et al., 2006; for evidence). This simple consideration has important consequences for the interpretation of the OLS estimates of ϕ. In fact, if pure ability were the determinant of the outcome Y , but in the estimation of (2.1) a proxy for ability (T ) were used instead, the OLS estimator of the racial gap ϕ would be biased in an unpredictable way. Another concern regarding the estimation of (2.1), which has a direct implication for the way the gap is defined (expression (2.2)), comes from the assumptions on the parameters of the model. First, a specification like (2.1) assumes that black and white subjects face the same returns to observed ability and schooling, i.e., the same γ, φ1 , ..., φS . The convenience of this assumption is clear: If the returns are the same, the black-white gap can be measured directly by a single ϕ. However, the assumption of equal



8Neal and Johnson (1996) exclude the schooling dummies from the expression (2.1) on the grounds that they can be influenced



by discrimination. In this way, the endogenous variables are absorbed into the error term of the regression. However, the exclusion of schooling opens the door to a new source of potential problems in the estimation of ϕ, due to the omission of relevant variables. But,  under  the logic of Neal and Johnson (1996), this does not represent a problem. Because the biased OLS estimator of ϕ ϕOLS would contain, in this case, the indirect eﬀect of race on the schooling dummies (controlling for the observed ability), ϕOLS could still be interpreted as an estimate of the overall mean racial diﬀerence in the outcome (log) Y even if the schooling dummies are excluded. Specifically, in the Neal and Johnson’s specification, the OLS estimate of the coeﬃcient associated with the race dummy would identify the following object: ϕ+



S [ s=1



φs [Pr (Ds = 1|Black = 1, T ) − Pr (Ds = 1|Black = 0, T )]



where the second term represents the bias. This approach does not identify (estimate) the mean diﬀerence in the outcome (log) Y for two individuals sharing the same ability and schooling level but not the same race.
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returns can — and should — be tested. The assumption of a single ϕ represents a simplification imposed a priori in (2.1). A natural extension of (2.1) would be a specification in which ϕ is allowed to vary across schooling levels. However, the implementation of such a model would also require taking into account the fact that individuals may decide the schooling levels based on the potential diﬀerences in these returns. Therefore, in this case, the endogeneity of schooling decisions can not be avoided either.9 The main objective of this paper is the estimation of the black-white gaps in labor market outcomes using an approach that takes into account each of these issues. That is, the empirical model used in this paper deals with the endogeneity of schooling choices, the measurement error problem in abilities (cognitive and noncognitive abilities), and the unnecessary restrictions that are usually imposed a priori in the empirical literature. But, before introducing this model and its results, it is informative to follow the standard approach and to present the estimated black-white gaps in labor market outcomes (wages and earnings) as computed using OLS on some of the traditional specifications of model (2.1) found in the literature. These results will serve as a comparison later in the paper. Table 1 presents the black-white gaps in log hourly wages and log annual earnings obtained from four diﬀerent specifications of model (2.1). The gaps are estimated using a representative sample of males from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY79) — the source of information used in this paper.10 The specifications diﬀer exclusively in the set of controls included in the equations. The first specification (Model A in Table 1) presents the baseline model. It includes only variables associated with an individual’s place of residence as controls.11 The estimated black-white gaps in log hourly wages and log earnings are 0.29 and 0.57, respectively. Using the traditional interpretation of these results, it is possible to conclude that, on average, blacks make 25% less per hour and 43% less per year than whites.12 Both numbers are substantial in magnitude and similar to what has been found in the literature (Neal and Johnson, 1996; Neal, 2006). They are also statistically significant (as are all of the numbers presented in the table). When schooling dummies are included as controls (Model B), the 9Neal and Johnson (1998) presents evidence on diﬀerences in the coeﬃcients associated with measured ability when (log)



earning equations are estimated separetely by schooling levels (see Table 14.8 in Neal and Johnson (1998)). However, the regressions do not take into account the potential endogenous selection of schooling in the sample. 10The NLSY79 is widely used for the analysis of black-white gaps in wages, earnings, and employment. It contains panel data on wages, schooling, and employment for a cohort of young persons, age 14 to 22 at their first interview in 1979. This cohort has been followed ever since. See data appendix (Appendix B) for details of the sample used in this paper. 11Specifically, Model A includes as controls the dummy variables: northcentral region, northeast region, northeast region, west region and urban area. 12The 25% is calculated as 1 − exp(−0.29). Notice that this calculation omits the fact that E (ln Y ) is not the same as ln E (Y ).
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gaps reduce to 0.23 and 0.48 for hourly wages and annual earnings, respectively.1 3 These numbers imply a significant reduction in the gaps when compared with the estimates from the baseline model. However, the estimated gaps should not be compared across models, as each model represents a diﬀerent specification. Specifically, in order to correctly quantify the reduction in the gap due to schooling, we must compare the estimated gap from Model B with the mean black-white diﬀerence in outcome after expecting out the schooling dummies from Model B. More precisely, in the context of the two models ln Y ln Y



= ϕA Black + U A B



= ϕ Black +



S X



(Model A) φs Ds + U B



(Model B),



s=1



we must compare ϕB versus ϕB +



PS



s=1 φs (E [Ds |Black



= 1] − E [Ds |Black = 0]), instead of ϕB versus



ϕA . Under Model B in Table 1, row (1) presents ϕB whereas row (2) presents the gap after expecting out P the schooling dummies, i.e. ϕB + Ss=1 φs (E [Ds |Black = 1] − E [Ds |Black = 0]). By comparing these



numbers, we can conclude that schooling seems to reduce the gap by 21% or 16%, depending on the labor market outcome considered. Model C in Table 1 presents the results from the specification proposed by Neal and Johnson (1996). Thus, in addition to the baseline variables, the model (only) includes a proxy for an individual’s cognitive ability, or intelligence. This proxy is a standardized average computed using six achievement tests available in the NLSY79 sample.14 The estimated gaps are, in this case, 0.099 and 0.287 for wages and earnings, respectively. These numbers represent reductions in the estimated gaps for wages and earnings of 67% and 50% (row (1) versus row (4) under Model C), respectively, which are in the range of what has been found in the literature (see Carneiro et al., 2005a, and Neal and Johnson, 1996). The evidence from Models B and C suggests that both schooling and cognitive ability help to reduce the black-white gaps in wages and earnings. Model D studies the eﬀects on the gap when they are simultaneously included in the regressions. The results in this case indicate that, when schooling and cognitive ability are controlled for, the estimated black-white gaps are 0.125 (wages) and 0.326 (earnings) 13



The schooling levels considered are: high school dropouts (including GEDs), high school graduates, some college (including two year college degrees) and four year college graduates. For each individual in the sample, the schooling level is defined as the maximum schooling level ever reported. The results are robust to the particular clasification of the schooling levels considered in the analysis. 14The achievement test scores used in this paper are: Arithmetic Reasoning, Word Knowledge, Paragraph Composition, Math Knowledge, Numerical Operations and Coding Speed. These tests belong to the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) and are used to construct the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) which is a widely used measure of cognitive skill or intelligence. See Neal and Johnson (1996), Herrnstein and Murray (1994) and Carneiro, Heckman, and Masterov (2005a) among others.
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(see row (1) under Model D), with associated gap reductions of 58% and 44% (row (1) versus row (5) under Model D), respectively. Notice that these reductions are smaller in magnitude than the ones obtained when schooling variables are omitted from the analysis (Model C), and so, the results seem to indicate that schooling has unequal eﬀects on labor market outcomes.15 However, this would be (again) the wrong comparison. A closer look at the evidence from Model D suggests that when the contribution of schooling is measured correctly (row (3) versus row (2)), it implies a reduction of 11% in the wage gap (0.265 versus 0.299) and 8% in the earnings gap (0.532 versus 0.579). Thus, schooling variables seem to explain sizeable proportions of the gaps. Likewise, when only the contribution of cognitive ability is analyzed (row (4) versus row (2)), we obtain reductions of 47% in the wage gap (0.159 versus 0.299) and 36% in the earnings gap (0.373 versus 0.579). Overall, the evidence from Model D suggests that cognitive ability reduces the gap the most, although the contribution of cognitive ability is less than the one obtained from Model C. In summary, the results in Table 1 suggest that the proxy for cognitive ability (average achievement test score) is the most important explanatory variable of the black-white gaps in wages and earnings. This is consistent with previous findings in the literature. Its explanatory power is maximized when it is the only variable included in the model (other than the baseline variables), and it decreases when schooling is included as a control. Schooling on the other hand, explains an important fraction of the gaps in wages and earnings.16 However, as previously explained, these results are subject to important qualifications. Firstly, it is not completely clear what the proxy for cognitive ability is really measuring. Achievement test scores are known to not only be the results of pure ability, but also of home and school environment (see Neal and Johnson, 1996; Todd and Wolpin, 2003; and Cunha et al., 2006). Additionally, the results do not consider the potential role of noncognitive abilities (e.g self-motivation, self-esteem, self-control, among others) as 15Carneiro, Heckman, and Masterov (2005a) and Neal and Johnson (1996) compare results from models similar to C and D



and conclude that schooling seems to increase black-white wage inequality. 16Table A.0 in the web appendix extends the analysis of Table 1 (and of the previous literature) by presenting the estimated



black-white gaps in wages and earnings when T in (2.1) is a multi-dimensional object rather than a single ability measure. Specifically, T in this case (Model E in Table A.0) includes proxies of an individual’s cognitive and noncognitive abilities as controls. The particular measure of noncognitive ability used is the standardized average of two attitudes scales: Rosenberg Selg-Esteem and Rotter Locus of Control scales (see data appendix for details). These scales have been shown to be good predictors of labor market outcomes and social behaviors (see Heckman et al., 2006). The results suggest that when the two proxies for abilities and schooling levels are kept constant, the estimated black-white gaps are 0.131 (wages) and 0.335 (earnings). The contributions of cognitive abilities and schooling to the reduction in the overall gap are substantial. For wages, cognitive abilities explain 42% of the overall gap, whereas schooling explains 11%. For annual earnings, the numbers are 32% and 8%. Again, the proxy for cognitive ability is the most important factor explaining the gaps. However its contribution is even smaller than that obtained in Table 1 (see Model D). Finally, the results suggest that, for wages and earnings, only a modest 2% of the overall gaps can be explained by the proxy for noncognitive abilities.
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explanatory factors of the black-white inequality. Furthermore, by estimating an overall gap and treating schooling as an exogenous variable, these results do not provide a deep and precise understanding of the extent to which blacks and whites diﬀer in terms of labor market outcomes. An integrated approach in which schooling choices are modeled jointly with wages is needed. This approach is discussed in what follows.



3. The Model of Labor Market Outcomes and Schooling Choices This section presents a model that integrates labor market outcomes (hourly wages, annual hours worked and annual earnings) with schooling choices for the analysis of racial labor market gaps. The model assumes that individuals make their schooling choices based on their expectation about future labor market outcomes and schooling costs. For sake of notational simplicity, we omit the supra-index for race in the exposition of the model, but the reader should be aware that every parameter in the model is defined separately for blacks and whites, i.e. that the model applies separately to each race. 3.1. The Schooling Decision. The model considers T + 1 time periods (t = 0, 1, ..., T ) and S possible schooling levels (s = 1, .., S). Each individual chooses his final schooling level at t = 0 and receives labor income at the end of each period (except period 0). The stream of labor income depends on the schooling level selected. Individuals make their schooling decisions based on a comparison of the expected benefits and costs associated with each alternative. Specifically, if Vs denote the expected benefit associated with schooling level s, then Vs = E



"



T X t=1



t+1



ρ



¯ # ¯ ¯ u (Es (t))¯ I0 ¯



where u(·) represents the per period utility function, Es (t) represents the total earnings received in period t given schooling level s, ρ is the discount factor, and I0 represents the information set available to the agent at t = 0. The information contained in I0 is discussed below. Total earnings received at the end of period t are simply the product of hourly wages (Ys (t)) and total number of hours worked during the period (Hs (t)), i.e., Es (t) = Ys (t) × Hs (t). Notice that both wages and hours depend on the schooling level and time period. Additionally, each schooling level has attached a schooling cost Γs . This cost can include not only monetary expenses associated with the specific schooling level (e.g. tuition), but also associated psychic
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costs.17 Γs must be paid by the individual at the time the decision is made. Thus, the net expected value ³ ´ es associated with schooling level s is V es = E V



"



T X



t+1



ρ



t=1



¯ # ¯ ¯ u (Ys (t) × Hs (t)) − Γs ¯ I0 ¯



for s = 1, .., S.



(3.1)



The individual selects his schooling level s∗ at period t = 0 by comparing the expected net utility levels es across the diﬀerent S alternatives. V



3.2. Labor Market Outcomes and Schooling Costs. The models for hourly wages (Ys (t)) and hours worked (Hs (t)) are ln Ys (t) = ϕYs (t) + βYs (t) X (t) + UYs (t)



(3.2)



ln Hs (t) = ϕHs (t) + βHs (t) Q (t) + UHs (t)



for s = 1, .., S and t = 1, .., T



(3.3)



where X (t) and Q (t) represent the exogenous vector of variables determining the labor outcomes, and UYs (t) and UHs (t) represent the associated unobserved components in the equations. Equations (3.2) and (3.3) show how the individual’s labor market outcomes depend on the specific schooling level and time period considered. Schooling costs associated with schooling level s are modeled as Γs = ϕΓs + γ s Ps + εs



for s = 1, .., S



(3.4)



where Ps represent the vector of observables in Γs , and εs is the unobserved cost component. Notice that no assumptions have been made on the unobservables in (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4). In principle, they can be correlated over time, across schooling levels, and across outcomes. In fact, the distinction between observable and unobservable components is made only based on the information available in the data (the econometrician’s point of view). Individuals may have information about variables contained in the unobservable components of the model and they can use such information to decide which schooling level to select. 3.3. Incorporating Unobserved Components. The model assumes that every agent is born with a vector of ability endowments f . These abilities include both individual cognitive (e.g. intelligence) and noncognitive (e.g. personality) traits. The levels of these traits are assumed to be known to the agent 17In other words, this cost can be interpreted as the utility or disutility of education. Schooling cost is not restricted to be



positive.
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and to be constant over time. Direct information on these abilities is assumed not to be available, so they are interpreted as unobserved abilities.18 The model also considers the presence of a third unobserved component: uncertainty (θ). Uncertainty is intended to capture information that is revealed or learned by the individuals after they decide their schooling level. Therefore, unlike the vector of endowments f , uncertainty θ does not belong to the information set of the agent at t = 0, i.e. θ ∈ / I0 , but it is revealed during t = 1.



19



This implies that the



agent’s schooling problem does not depend on θ in any way since he is not aware of its existence. Direct measures of θ are assumed unavailable. Initially, cognitive and noncognitive unobserved abilities (f ) and uncertainty (θ) are assumed to be independent random variables with zero means. The zero mean assumption for f is relaxed below. Unobserved abilities and uncertainty are incorporated in the model in the following manner: UYs (t) = αYs (t)f + λYs (t)θ + eYs (t) UHs (t) = αHs (t)f + λHs (t)θ + eHs (t) for s = 1, ..., S and t = 1, ..., T where eYs (t), and eHs (t) are iid idiosyncratic shocks for any schooling level s and time period t.20 The vector of abilities also enters into the schooling decisions by aﬀecting the costs of schooling. In particular, using the notation of expression (3.4), f is assumed to enter Γs through its error term: εs = αεs f + eεs



for s = 1, ..., S



/ I0 . where eεs is an iid idiosyncratic shocks for s = 1, .., S. Obviously, uncertainty is omitted here since θ ∈ It is important to emphasize that what is considered unobserved by the econometrician may in fact be known to the agents. This has important consequences. Since agents base their schooling decisions on the comparison of expected benefits from diﬀerent alternatives and because those benefits depend 18From an empirical perspective, the longitudinal stability of cognitive ability has been well established in the literature (Jensen, 1998; Conley, 1984; Carroll, 1993). However, there is not clear agreement regarding the stability of noncognitive abilities. For noncognitive traits such a neuroticism and extraversion the evidence supports the idea of strong longitudinal stability. However, the evidence is not as strong when it comes to the stability of variables such as self-opinion (see Conley, 1984; and Trzesniewski et al., 2004). Since the analysis of this paper distinguishes observed measures (which would be allowed to change over time had they been repeatedly observed) from unobserved abilities, the idea of a fixed vector of unobserved endowments is not inconsistent with the literature. 19Cunha, Heckman, and Navarro (2005), using a sample of white males from the NLSY79, estimate a model in which the agents choose between two schooling levels (high school and college) based on limited information about the future. As in this paper, uncertainty is revealed only after the schooling decisions are made. Thus, as an aside contribution, this paper analizes whether blacks and whites face diﬀerent distributions of uncertainty as defined by Cunha, Heckman, and Navarro (2005). 20An implicit assumption is the existence of mechanisms through which f and θ can be communicated or learned by potential employers. In this way, they can be priced in the labor market and, consequently, enter the models for labor market outcomes.
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on f , which is known to the agent but not by the econometrician, schooling decisions must be treated as endogenous variables. Importantly, if information on f were available, the econometrician could deal with the endogeneity of the schooling decisions by simply including f in the analysis as an additional explanatory variable.



3.4. The Information Set I0 . As previously mentioned, the information set of the agent at the time the schooling decision is made, I0 , contains the vector of endowments f . Additionally, since the agents are



assumed to know the schooling costs {Γs }Ss=1 , it must be the case that {Ps , eεs }Ss=1 ∈ I0 . Furthermore, the model assumes that the agent knows the value of X and Q, the variable determining the labor market outcomes, at t = 0, i.e., (X (0) , Q (0)) ∈ I0 . The rest of the observables and unobservables in the model are not in the agent’s information set at t = 0.



4. The Models of Test Scores and Incarceration Notice that since f is unobserved, we cannot empirically distinguish αYs (t), αHs (t), and αεs from αYs (t) f , αHs (t) f , and αεs f for any s and t. The same logic applies to θ and its associated parameters. This illustrates the fact that, without further structure, the model introduced in Section 3 is not fully identified. This section presents two additional ingredients of the model that secure its identification. Appendix A presents the formal arguments of identification. As before, we omit the index for race in what follows.



4.1. The Incarceration Model. The racial diﬀerences in incarceration rates have received significant attention in the literature. Blacks are considerable more likely to be incarcerated than whites regardless of the age considered. We can use the structure of the model to study if cognitive and noncognitive abilities can explain these diﬀerences. We do so by including in the analysis a binary model for whether or not an individual reports having been incarcerated during period t. Specifically, if we let J(t) denote a binary variable that takes a value of 1 if the individual reports having been incarcerated during period t, and 0 otherwise, we have that J(t) = 1 [IJ (t) > 0]



for t = 0, . . . , T,
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where IJ(t) represents the associated latent variable, which is assumed to depend on the set of observable variables (R (t)), abilities (f ), and uncertainty (θ) according to IJ (t) = ϕJ (t) + βJ (t) R (t) + αJ (t)f + λJ (t)θ + eJ (t) where eJ (t) is an idiosyncratic shock for t = 0, . . . , T . Finally, in order to be consistent throughout the paper with the information contained in I0 , θ is excluded from IJ (0).



4.2. Test Scores versus Unobserved Abilities. As explained in the introduction, test scores (measured abilities) cannot be directly interpreted as abilities. Let fC and fN denote cognitive and noncognitive abilities whereas Ci and Nj represent the i-th and j-th cognitive and noncognitive tests, respectively. In addition, let sT denote the schooling level at the time of the test (sT = 1, . . . , ST ), and assume the availability of nC cognitive measures (i.e, i = 1, ..., nC ) and nN noncognitive measures (i.e, j = 1, ..., nN ) in the data. The model for the i-th cognitive test score taken at schooling level sT (Ci (sT )) is Ci (sT ) = ϕCi (sT ) + βCi (sT )XC + αCi (sT )fC + eCi (sT )



(4.1)



0 0 ⊥ (fC , XC ) and eR ⊥ eR where eR Ci (sT ) ⊥ Ci (sT ) ⊥ Cj (sT ) for any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , nC } and sT , sT such that either



i 6= j for any (sT , s0T ) or sT 6= s0T for any (i, j). The vector XC in (4.1) represents the set of observable characteristics aﬀecting test scores (e.g., family background variables). Likewise, the model for the noncognitive measure Nj taken at schooling level sT (j = 1, . . . , nN and sT = 1, . . . , ST ) is Nj (sT ) = ϕNj (sT ) + β Nj (sT )XN + αNj (sT )fN + eR Nj (sT )



(4.2)



0 0 ⊥ (fN , XN ) and eR ⊥ eR where eR Ni (sT ) ⊥ Ni (sT ) ⊥ Nj (sT ) for any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , nN } and sT , sT such that either



i 6= j for any (sT , s0T ) or sT 6= s0T for any (i, j). All error terms (e variables with subscripts) are mutually ¡ ¢ independent, independent of f N , f C and independent of all the observable X’s.



Uncertainty does not appear in (4.1) or (4.2) because test scores are assumed to be collected during



t = 0.
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Notice that there are no intrinsic units for the latent or unobserved abilities. Therefore, we need to assume that αCi = αNj = 1 for some i (i = 1, . . . , nC ) and j (j = 1, . . . , nN ). This assumption sets the scale of each ability and its importance in the identification of the model as described in Appendix A.21 Notice that in equation (4.1) noncognitive ability fN is not included as a determinant of Ci (sT ). Similarly, in (4.2) cognitive ability fC is not considered as a determinant of Nj (sT ). In principle, these cross-constraints can be relaxed, allowing (fC , fN ) to appear in both Ci (sT ) and Nj (sT ), subject to normalizations assuring identification of the model. However, in this case the interpretation, or labeling, of the components of f would not be straightforward. What may be interpreted as cognitive ability could actually be noncognitive ability, and vice versa. Therefore, the exclusions in (4.1) and (4.2) are justified because they allow for a clean interpretation of the unobserved abilities in the model. Expressions (4.1) and (4.2) clearly illustrate that measured test scores (Ci and Nj ) and unobserved ability (f = (fC , fN )) can be understood as diﬀerent concepts. Besides their dependency on f , test scores are also determined by the individual’s characteristics (XC and XN ) as well as by the individual’s schooling at the time of the test (sT ). This latter dependency is particularly important, since the model can control for the possibility of reverse causality of schooling on test scores.



4.2.1. Using Test Scores to Identify Racial Diﬀerences in the Means of Unobserved Abilities. Up to this point, unobserved abilities have been assumed to have zero means for both races. However, it is possible to identify racial diﬀerences in the means of cognitive and noncognitive abilities under one additional assumption. I illustrate this idea by analyzing the case of cognitive ability. Consider the cognitive test score Ci for whites and blacks CiW



W W W = ϕW Ci + αCi fC + eCi



B B B CiB = ϕB Ci + αCi fC + eCi



¡ ¢ ¡ B¢ where E eW Ci = E eCi = 0 and, for a simpler exposition, the dependency of the scores on schooling (sT ) and observables (XC ) is omitted.



W Suppose that blacks and whites have diﬀerent means of unobserved cognitive abilities. Let μB C and μC W denote the means for blacks and whites, respectively, and ∆C denote their diﬀerence, i.e., ∆C = μB C −μC .



21The normalization to 1 is just for convenience. Any value can be used. In the case of uncertainty, a similar normalization



needs to be used. This normalization is done in the loadings associated with hours worked. The details are discussed in Section 5.
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B Then, under the assumption ϕW Ci = ϕCi , it is easy to show that



¢ ¡ ¢ ¡ ¢ W ¡ B B E CiW − E CiB = αW Ci − αCi μC − αCi ∆C . Notice that the left hand side of this expression can be directly computed from data on test scores. Finally, B W by normalizing μW C to be equal to zero (or any other number), and since αCi (and αCi ) is identified, we



can directly obtain ∆C . A similar logic can be applied in the case of noncognitive abilities (∆N ). The question then becomes which cognitive and noncognitive test scores to use for the computation of ∆C and ∆N , respectively. This is discussed in the empirical section of the paper. 5. Implementing the Model The source of information used in this paper is the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY79). The sample is designed to represent the entire population of youth aged 14 to 21 as of December 31, 1978. Data was collected annually until 1994, then biannually until 2002 (the last year used in this paper). The NLSY79 collects extensive information on each respondents’ family background, labor market behavior and educational experiences. The survey also includes data on the youth’s family and community backgrounds. We use the nationally representative cross-section of black and white males, and the supplemental sample designed to oversample civilian black males. Additional details on the sample and variables used in this paper are presented in Appendix B. The model is estimated separately by race using Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) techniques. A two-component mixture of normals is used to model the distribution of each unobserved component. More precisely, ³ ¡ C ¢2 ´ ¡ ¢ ³ C ¡ C ¢2 ´ C C + 1 − p N μ , σ fC ∼ pC 1 1 1 1 N μ2 , σ 2 ³ ¢ ³ N ¡ N ¢2 ´ ¡ N ¢2 ´ ¡ N + 1 − pN fN ∼ pN 1 N μ1 , σ 1 1 N μ2 , σ 2 µ ³ ´ ¶ ³ ´ µ ³ ´2 ¶ 2 θ θ θ θ + 1 − p1 N μθ2 , σ θ2 . θ ∼ p1 N μ1 , σ 1 These distributions provide enough flexibility in the estimation and do not impose normality a priori. In the empirical implementation of the model, the theoretical time periods (t) are replaced by ranges of ages. Period 0 represents ages between 14 and 22, period 1 between 23 and 27, period 2 between 28 and 32 years of age, and period 3 between 33 and 37.22 This has implications for the definition of the 22The last period of age is selected based on the fact that every individual in the NLSY79 sample should report information



at least up to age 37 by 2002.
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labor market outcomes. Since hours worked and hourly wage depend on the periods, we use the average (over the given ages) hourly wage (from principal occupation) and the average annual hours worked as measures of Ys (t) and Hs (t), respectively.23,24 A multinomial probit model is used to approximate the schooling decision problem presented in Section 3.1.2 5 The schooling levels considered are: high school dropouts, high school graduates, some college (more than 13 years of schooling completed but without four year college degree) and four year college graduates.2 6 Since there is no sequential schooling decision process in the model, the maximum schooling level reported in the sample (after age 27) is used to define the individuals’ schooling levels. The model for incarceration is estimated using a probit model.2 7 The information on incarceration comes from the individual’s description of the place of residence at the moment of the interview in which “Jail” is a possible answer. The cognitive test scores used in the measurement system are: Arithmetic Reasoning, Word Knowledge, Paragraph Composition, Math Knowledge, Numerical Operations and Coding Speed.



As previously



mentioned, these tests belong to the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) available for the NLSY79 sample and they are used to construct the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) which has been a widely used measure of cognitive skill or intelligence A detailed characterization of an individual’s noncognitive abilities would require information on dimensions such as self-esteem, self-discipline, locus of control, motivation and impulsiveness, among others. Instead, due to data limitations, this paper examines noncognitive abilities linked to an individual’s locus of control and self-esteem. Specifically, two attitude scales are used as measures of noncognitive abilities: The Rosenberg Self-Esteem and Rotter Locus of Control scales. Both scales have been shown to be good predictors of labor market outcomes and social behaviors (see Heckman et al., 2006).



23The sample is restricted to those individuals reporting between US$2 and US$150 (2000’s dollars) per hour as hourly wage.



The total number of hours worked was restricted to be in the range of 160 and 3,500 hours per year. 24This has also implications regarding the role of employment in the analysis. Given the five year periods as proxies for t,



the fraction of individuals without information on hours worked and hourly wages because of unemployment or inactivity is negligible, even for high school dropouts at early ages. Nevertheless, versions of the model with probit equations for employment (by age range and schooling levels) do not change the main results of this paper, but they do reflect the poor identification of the employment’s equations given the lack of individuals reporting to be unemployed or inactive during five year periods. 25 More precisely, the schooling choice model can be interpreted as a multinomial probit model only after conditioning on the unobserved abilities. But since the individual’s abilities are unknown by the econometrician, they must be integrated out during the estimation process. The model is therefore not estimated using a standard probit model. 26 The some college category includes individuals obtaining two-year college degrees. 27 The same argument explaining the particular characteristics of the multinomial probit model for schooling choices applies here as well.
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One of the main concerns associated with the direct use of these scores is that in the NLSY79 sample, the same tests are answered by individuals with diﬀerent ages and schooling levels. This implies, for example, that the information on cognitive test scores available for the NLSY79 sample does not control for the fact that a 18 year old high school dropout is answering the same questions as a 20 year old individual enrolled in college. If test scores aﬀect schooling (a reverse causality problem), comparison of the scores would not be informative of the ability diﬀerentials between the two individuals. This is particularly relevant if we take into account that blacks report less years of education than whites at the time of the testing. This comparison problem is aggravated by the fact that diﬀerent tests are collected at diﬀerent periods. That is, while the cognitive tests are collected during the summer of 1980, the Rosenberg and Rotter scales are collected in 1980 and 1979 (both at the time of the interview), respectively. Thus, while on average blacks report 11.17 years of education at the time cognitive test scores are collected, whites report 11.66 years of education. Likewise, at the time the Rosenberg scale is collected, blacks report 10.02 years of education versus 10.42 years for whites, and at the time the Rotter scale is collected, blacks report 10.63 years of education versus 11.09 for whites. These diﬀerences do not allow for the direct interpretation of test scores and attitude scales as good measures of cognitive and noncognitive abilities, respectively. However, as discussed in Section 4.2, the analysis in this paper solves this problem by controlling for the potential reverse causality of schooling at the time of the tests on test scores and attitude scales. The model does this by estimating separate equations, depending on the specific schooling level completed at the test date.2 8 In the empirical implementation of the model, I consider the following schooling levels at the time of the test (sT ): less than 10th grade completed, between 10th and 11th grade completed, 12th grade completed, and 13 or more years of education completed. Finally, I set the scale of unobserved cognitive ability by normalizing to one the coeﬃcient associated with fC in the equation for Coding Speed for individuals with less than 10 years of schooling at the time of the test. Similarly, I set the scale of unobserved noncognitive ability by using the same normalization on the coeﬃcient associated with fN in the equation for the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale for the same group of individuals with less than 10 years of schooling at the time of the test. Finally, for uncertainty, I normalize the loading in hours worked for high school dropouts at ages 23-27 to be equal to one.



28



See Hansen, Heckman, and Mullen (2004) for a formal exposition of this idea.
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Tables 2A and 2B present the variables included in the empirical implementation of the model, as well as the imposed exclusion and identification restrictions.



6. Estimation Results Table 3 and 4 present evidence on the goodness-of-fit for (log) hourly wages and (log) annual hours worked, respectively. The model does well in predicting the means and standard deviations of hourly wages among whites for any given schooling level and age range (see Panels A and B in Table 3). Formal goodness-of-fit tests cannot reject the null hypothesis that the simulated distributions of hourly wages for whites are statistically equivalent to the actual distributions (Panel C). The performance of the model predicting (log) hourly wages for blacks is also good, although some of the goodness-of-fit tests suggest diﬀerences between the simulated and actual distributions for high school dropouts and high school graduates. The results for hours worked are not as positive as the ones for hourly wages. Table 4 shows that, even though the model does well in predicting the means and standard deviations of the distributions of hours worked for any given race, schooling level, and age range (Panels A and B), formal goodness-of-fit tests suggest the rejection of the hypotheses of equal distributions. However, as shown below, this result has minor consequences for the purpose of this paper, since hours worked (in combination with hourly wages) are used to construct annual earnings. Tables 5 and 6 analyze the performance of the model in predicting schooling choices and incarceration rates, respectively. The results from the goodness-of-fit tests show that the model does well in these dimensions for both whites and blacks. They indicate that it is not possible to reject the null hypothesis that the model produces the same distributions of schooling decisions and incarceration rates as the ones observed in the actual data. These tables also show the substantial racial diﬀerences in schooling attainment and incarceration rates observed in the data. An alternative perspective of the performance of the model is presented in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 presents, for each age range, the fraction of blacks reporting hourly wages within diﬀerent quantiles of the white distributions of wages. The model satisfactorily mimics the large inequality of wages in the sample. It captures the fact that while more than 50% of blacks report hourly wages that are below the 25th percentile of the white distribution, only less than 10% of blacks report wages above the 75th percentile of the white distribution. This is consistent across diﬀerent age groups.
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Figure 2 repeats the analysis, but for annual earnings. The performance of the model is less satisfactory than in the case of wages, but the model still mimics well the large inequality observed in the data, especially for the last two age ranges.29 Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the model predicts well the actual racial inequality in labor market outcomes (wages and earnings), schooling choices, and incarceration rates.



6.1. Schooling at Test Date, Observed Test Scores and Racial Gaps. As explained in Section 4.2, the analysis in this paper treats observed cognitive and noncognitive test scores as the outcomes of a process that has as inputs schooling (at the time tests are taken), family background (mother’s and father’s education, number of siblings, etc.), and unobserved abilities. Additionally, the analysis does not constraint the parameters associated with this process to be same across races, so blacks and whites are allowed to have diﬀerent production technologies of cognitive and noncognitive test scores. This interpretation of the observed ability measures is formally established in expressions (4.1) and (4.2). These expressions can be used to analyze the existence of black-white gaps in observed cognitive and noncognitive scores after controlling for unobserved abilities and schooling at test date. Additionally, they can be used to study the eﬀect of schooling (at test date) on observed scores (controlling for unobserved abilities), and whether or not this eﬀect diﬀers across races. Expressions (4.1) and (4.2) are used to construct each of the panels in Figure 3. Each panel shows the significant and positive eﬀect of schooling (at test date) on the average test scores computed using each of the observed cognitive measures utilized in this paper. The patterns are similar for blacks and whites. It is worth noting that in order to control for the levels of unobserved cognitive abilities, the average scores utilized in this figure are constructed assuming the same level of unobserved cognitive ability across races and schooling levels (at test date) (fCW = fCB = 0), whereas the observable characteristics are set to their respective sample means (black or white sample means). This allows us to distinguish between comparisons of test scores and abilities, controlling for schooling at test date. In addition to the significant eﬀect of schooling on test scores, Figure 3 also illustrates the sizeable blackwhite gaps in cognitive test scores. Regardless of the cognitive measure and schooling level considered, on average, whites have significantly higher test scores than blacks even after controlling for unobserved cognitive ability. The range of values for the computed black-white gaps in test scores is between -0.5 29Annual earnings are constructed using the information on hours worked and hourly wages. The fact that for earnings



we find larger discrepancies between the model and data is due to the problems fitting hours worked reported in Table 4. Nevertheless, the evidence in Figure 2 is still satisfactory.
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and -1.5 (recall that the each cognitive test score is normalized to have a mean of 0 and a variance of 1 in the overall population). The results in Figure 3 also provides new insights about the implications associated with the standard practice of comparing white and black subjects with the same observed cognitive test scores. From the analysis of each panel in Figure 3, we can conclude that, even controlling for the level of unobserved cognitive ability, when we equate blacks and whites on the basis of test scores, we are in fact comparing blacks that have attained substantially more schooling at the test date to whites that have attained substantially less. This is particularly important if we consider the significant racial diﬀerences in schooling attainment at the time the information on cognitive test scores is collected (see discussion in Section 5). Figure 4 presents the same analysis but applied to noncognitive measures. The noncognitive scores are also aﬀected by schooling at the time of the test, after controlling for the level of unobserved noncognitive ability which is set to 0 across races and schooling levels. For locus of control (Rotter scale - Panel A in Figure 4), we observe that the gradient of the average score with respect to schooling is larger for whites than for blacks. On the contrary, in the case of self-esteem (Rosenberg scale - Panel B in Figure 4), the average score for blacks presents the strongest response to the increase in schooling. Interestingly, unlike the case of the cognitive measures, Figure 4 does not show substantial blackwhite diﬀerences after controlling for schooling and unobserved noncognitive abilities. Nevertheless, the comparison of black and white subjects with the same observed noncognitive measures is still problematic. This is because of the significant racial diﬀerences in schooling attainment at the time the noncognitive test scores are collected (see, again, discussion in Section 5) and because the comparison of the raw scores would not consider the heterogeneity in unobserved noncognitive ability. In summary, Figures 3 and 4 illustrates the limitations of using observed test scores as proxies for true abilities.



6.2. The Distributions of Abilities and Uncertainty. Figure 5 compares the estimated distributions of unobserved cognitive and noncognitive abilities (Panels A and B, respectively) and uncertainty (Panel C) across races. Panel A shows that the distribution of cognitive abilities for blacks is dominated by the whites’ distribution. The estimated diﬀerence between the means of the white and black cognitive distributions is 0.47,
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which represents a diﬀerence of approximately 1.1 standard deviations.30 This diﬀerence is consistent with evidence on racial diﬀerences in intelligence reported elsewhere (Jensen, 1998, Carroll, 1993).3 1 For noncognitive abilities, the results indicate that, although there are no significant diﬀerences in means, blacks and whites have diﬀerent distributions of noncognitive abilities.3 2 Panel B in Figure 5 shows a left fat-tailed distribution for blacks and a more symmetric distribution for whites. The estimated standard deviations are 0.347 for whites and 0.440 for blacks. Panel C presents the distributions of uncertainty. The means of the two distributions are the same, even though by comparing the two figures it might be concluded that blacks face, on average, more uncertainty than whites. This is simply due to the visual eﬀect produced by the asymmetries of the distributions. Overall, it is possible to conclude that uncertainty among blacks is more disperse than among whites (the standard deviations are 0.76 and 0.24, respectively).3 3 I also use the distributions of abilities to shed light on racial diﬀerences, specifically in the way abilities aﬀect schooling decisions. Figure 6 presents black and white distributions of abilities by schooling levels. Panels A and B show a clear sorting by cognitive ability: individuals loaded with high levels of cognitive abilities are more likely to be more educated, regardless of race. Panels C and D show that this does not hold for noncognitive abilities. While there is a strong sorting among blacks, with individuals highly loaded with noncognitive abilities reaching higher levels of education (Panel D), the sorting is considerably weaker for whites. Interestingly, by comparing Figures 5 and 6 we can conclude that most of the bimodality of the noncognitive distribution for blacks is linked to high school dropouts. 6.3. The Eﬀect of Abilities and Uncertainty on Outcomes. Table 7 presents standardized estimates of the race-specific coeﬃcients associated with abilities and uncertainty for the labor market outcomes, schooling choices and incarceration models. For hours worked and hourly wages (Panel A in Table 7), the results show that cognitive and noncognitive abilities, in general, have positive and significant eﬀects on hours worked and hourly wages for both races. The numbers also indicate that noncognitive abilities always have stronger eﬀects among blacks than whites. For cognitive ability, whether the eﬀects 30The standard deviations of cognitive ability for whites and blacks are 0.417 and 0.413, respectively. 31



The diﬀerence in means is estimated using the logic described for a single cognitive test score in Section 4.2.1 but applied to all cognitive measures. Specifically, if ∆Ci denotes the mean diﬀerence obtained, applying the logic of Section 4.2.1 to test score Ci , then 0.47 represents the average across ∆C1 , ..., ∆CnC where nC is the number of cognitive test scores. This diﬀerence in means is statistically significant at the 95% level. 32 The analysis of diﬀerence in the means of noncognitive abilities follows the logic used in the case of cognitive abilities. But for noncognitive abilities, the diﬀerence in means is not statistically significant (the implied p-value is 0.00). 33 Formal tests reject the null hypothesis that blacks and whites share the same distributions of cognitive abilities, noncognitive abilities and uncertainty. Additionally, formal tests of normality are strongly rejected for each unobserved component. These results are presented in Table A1 in the web appendix of the paper.
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are stronger for whites or blacks depends on the particular outcome, schooling level and age range considered. Uncertainty on the other hand, has usually positive eﬀects on hours and wages, and whether the eﬀect of uncertainty is stronger among whites or blacks also depends on the labor market outcome, schooling level and age considered. The results from the schooling model on the other hand (Panel B in Table 7), suggest that both abilities have positive eﬀects on individuals’ schooling decisions. While the eﬀect of cognitive ability is stronger among whites, the eﬀect of noncognitive ability is much stronger among blacks. This in part explains the patterns observed in Figure 6. It is important to note that there are significant diﬀerences across races for more than half of the estimates presented in Table 7. This is strong evidence supporting models which do not restrict parameters to be the same across races.3 4 The results for cognitive test scores and attitude scales (not shown in Table 7 but available in the web appendix) indicate that cognitive and noncognitive abilities have exclusively positive or non-significant eﬀects on the respective measures.3 5



6.4. Understanding Racial Gaps in Labor Market Outcomes and Schooling Choices. From the previous analysis it is possible to conclude that there exist racial diﬀerences in the distributions of unobserved abilities (and uncertainty), that these abilities are important determinants of a variety of outcomes, and that the specific way they determine these outcomes depends on race. Given these facts, the question is then whether the observed racial diﬀerences in labor market outcomes and schooling choices can be interpreted as the result of these estimated diﬀerences in abilities. We can analyze this question using the structure of the model. Specifically, by simulating data from the model, it is possible to study how the black-white gaps in outcomes change after blacks are compensated for racial diﬀerences in the distributions of unobserved abilities, uncertainty and observed characteristics. To illustrate this, consider the case of hourly wages.



34



Table A.2. in the web appendix of the paper presents the p-values for the tests of equal coeﬃcients across races for each of the parameters presented in Table 7. 35 The two exceptions are the loadings on Rotter for individuals with some post-secondary education at the time of the test, and on Rosenberg for individuals with less than 10th grade completed at the time of the test. Table A.3. in the web appendix presents these coeﬃcients. Table A.4. presents the p-values of the test of equal loading across races. For most of the cognitive test scores the null hypothesis of equal loadings is rejected. For the attitude scales, the null hypothesis of equal loadings across races is never rejected.
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¡ ¢ Let YsR a, XaR , f R , θR denote the potential hourly wage at age a and schooling level s, given observed



characteristics XaR , unobserved abilities f R , and uncertainty θR . In this notation the supra-index R de-



notes race, so R = {Black, White}. The individual’s schooling decision on the other hand, depends on obR R R served characteristics (XR 0 , Q0 , and P ) and unobserved abilities (f ). For notational simplicity, I define ¡ ¢ R R Z R as the vector of observed characteristics determining the schooling decision, i.e Z R = XR 0 , Q0 , P . ¡ ¢ Thus, I can denote by DsR Z R , f R a dummy variable such that is 1 if schooling level s is selected and, ¡ ¢ 0 otherwise. The observed hourly wage YsR∗ a, XaR , f R , θR is then:



YsR∗



S ¡ ¢ X ¡ ¢ ¡ ¢ R R R R DsR Z R , f R YsR a, XaR , f R , θR a, Xa , Z , f , θ =



(6.1)



s=1



¡ ¢ ¡ ¢ P where s∗ is the selected schooling level, i.e. DsR∗ Z R , f R = 1 and Ss=1 DsR Z R , f R = 1. Equation (6.1)



contains the ingredients necessary to understand how the model can be used to analyze whether racial gaps can be interpreted as a manifestation of racial diﬀerentials in f R (as well as in XaR , Z R , or θR ) in a framework that allows schooling decisions to be endogenously determined. Consider the case in which blacks are compensated for the diﬀerences in abilities. Here, the distribution of f for whites is used to generate the values of the abilities utilized when solving the model for blacks. As a result, I can construct the hourly wage for blacks under the assumption that they have the white distribution of abilities. More precisely, I can construct the variable (and its associated distribution) YsB∗



¡



a, XaB , Z B , f W , θB



¢



=



S X s=1



¡ ¢ ¡ ¢ DsB Z B , f W YsB a, XaB , f W , θB ,



(6.2)



which can be compared with (6.1) to analyze the consequences of the ability compensations. Similar exercises can be considered for the other determinants of YsB . Tables 8 and 9 presents the results of several exercises on hourly wages and annual earnings for the age range 28-32, respectively.36 Panels A and B in Table 8 display the results as predicted by the model, i.e. without compensations, for whites and blacks, respectively. Both present the mean (log) hourly wage by schooling level and in the population, and the distributions of schooling decisions. Panel B also presents the overall racial gap in (log) means as well as the contribution of each schooling level to it. Specifically, the row “Gap” in



36The main results are similar for the other two age ranges, so they are not discussed in the text. They are available at the



paper’s web site.
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Panel B presents the terms from the following decomposition: £ ¡ ¢¤ £ ¡ ¢¤ E YsW a, XaW , Z W , f W , θW − E YsB∗ a, XaB , Z B , f B , θB ∗ ⎧ £ ¡ ¢¯ ¡ ¢ ¤ £ ¡ ¢ ¤ ⎫ S ⎨ X E YsW a, XaW , f W , θW ¯DsW Z W , f W = 1 Pr DsW Z W , f W = 1 ⎬ = . ⎩ −E £Y B ¡a, X B , f B , θB ¢ ¯¯DB ¡Z B , f B ¢ = 1 ¤ Pr £DB ¡Z B , f B ¢ = 1¤ ⎭ s=1



s



a



s



s



Using this decomposition, I can examine a variety of situations which illustrates how the interaction



of outcomes and schooling levels determine the overall gap in the population. The results in Panels A and B show the well-known large diﬀerences between races in hourly wages. The largest gap is estimated among high school graduates (0.27), whereas the smallest is for college graduates (0.13). The large racial diﬀerences in schooling attainment are also presented in the table. Finally, the gap in hourly wages in the overall population is 0.28 with four year college graduates contributing the most to it.37 Panel C presents analogous results but after compensating blacks for racial diﬀerences in the compo¡ ¢ nents of YsB∗ a, XaB , Z B , f B , θB . Specifically, Panel C.1 presents the results when blacks are assumed



to have the same distributions of observables and unobservables as whites; Panel C.2 assumes that only the observables are equalized across races; Panel C.3 assumes that the distributions of all unobserved components are equalized across races, and the results in Panels C.4 to C.6 come from compensation of each unobserved component in the model. The results for whites (Panel A) are always used to compute the overall gaps and its associated decomposition. The evidence in Panel C.1 implies that when the distributions of observed and unobserved characteristics are equalized between races, the overall gap reduces 33% (from 0.28 to 0.19). This is a result of two changes. First, the significant improvement in the schooling attainment of blacks, and second, their higher mean (log) hourly wage by schooling level. The reduction in the mean log hourly wage among college graduates is due to the compensation of noncognitive ability and is analyzed in detail below. It is also interesting to see how the contribution of each schooling level to the overall gap is aﬀected by the exercise. While in Panel B most of the contribution to the gap is coming from college graduates, in Panel C.1 high school dropouts and high school graduates are the groups that contribute the most.



37The contribution is defined according to decomposition of the overall gap in means. Notice that even small diﬀerences in



hourly wages can be magnified because of the diﬀerences in schooling attainment. This is the case of college graduates since the relatively small diﬀerence in mean (log) hourly wages (0.13) is amplified given the diﬀerences in college graduation rates across races (28% among whites and 13% among blacks).
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This highlights the importance of considering the endogeneity of schooling decision in understanding the overall gap. Panel C.2 shows the role played by observed characteristics in the results presented in Panel C.1. When the distributions of observables are equalized between races, blacks become slightly more educated, the average hourly wage by schooling level barely changes, and the overall gap reduces only 14% (from 0.28 to 0.24). Overall, the results from Panel C.1 and C.2 seem to indicate that observed characteristics help to reduce the gap but are not as important as unobservables. This is confirmed by the evidence presented in Panel C.3. After compensating blacks for diﬀerences in unobserved characteristics, blacks are as educated as whites and the gaps in hourly wages by schooling level are smaller than the ones observed in the original samples except, again, for college graduates. As a result, the overall gap reduces to 0.20 representing a reduction of 28.5% which is close to the 33% reduction presented in Panel C.1. Panel C.4 display the results when blacks are compensated in the distribution of unobserved cognitive ability. The results show again strong eﬀects on schooling attainment. Blacks with the same distributions of cognitive ability as whites are more educated than whites. The compensation has also eﬀects on hourly wages. Although still sizeable, the school specific gaps are smaller than the original ones. The overall gap is reduced to 0.15 representing a reduction of 44%, larger than any of the previous results. High school graduates are the group contributing the most to the overall gap in this table. The diﬀerences in the distributions of noncognitive abilities, on the other hand, have negligible eﬀects on schooling attainment and hourly wages except for college graduates. In that case, the compensation leads to a reduction of 24% in average log hourly wages (2.72 versus 2.48). Two elements explain this result. First, the large eﬀects of noncognitive abilities on hourly wages among blacks (see Table 7), and second, the diﬀerence in the distributions of noncognitive ability between the original black college graduates and the compensated black college graduates. Specifically, while in the original sample of black college graduates the mean noncognitive ability is 0.20, for the compensated black college graduates (blacks with the white distribution of noncognitive abilities selecting endogenously to become college graduates) the mean is only 0.10. This diﬀerence is due to the high value of noncognitive abilities being more common among blacks than among whites.38 These two considerations also explain the low average hourly wages for black college graduates reported in Panels C.1 and C.3. Finally, Panel C.6 suggests that hourly wages are not sensitive to a compensation in the distribution of uncertainty. 38Panel B in Figure 3 illustrates this fact.
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Table 9 presents the results for log annual earnings. The results follow basically the same patterns as the ones in Table 8, although because of the racial diﬀerences in hours worked, the gaps for earnings are larger than for wages. Panels A and B present the gaps in log earnings by schooling levels and in the overall population. The smallest gap is found for college graduates where, the estimated average blackwhite diﬀerence in log earnings is 0.17. This means that blacks college graduates earn approximately 15.6% less than white college graduates per year between ages 28 and 32.39 Analogously, the blackwhite diﬀerences in log earnings are 0.55 (42.1%) for high school dropouts, 0.54 (41.6%) for high school graduates, and 0.44 (35.8%) for some college. The overall diﬀerence in earnings is 0.56 (42.8%). Panel C.1 shows the eﬀect of equalizing observed and unobserved characteristics. The eﬀects on schooling attainment are identical to the ones reported in Table 8, but they are included in the table for completeness. Even though most of the gaps in earnings are reduced after the black-white diﬀerences in the distributions of observed and unobserved characteristics are eliminated, their magnitude are still large. The overall gap is 0.40, which represents a reduction of 28% when compared to the original 0.56. Therefore, for earnings, observables and unobservables can explain less of the gap compared to the results for wages. The evidence from Panel C.2 indicates that equalizing observed characteristics between races do not aﬀect the overall gap. The overall gap computed in this case is 0.55 versus 0.56 from Panel B. However, a closer analysis of the results suggests that, although the overall gap is almost unchanged, all the schoolingspecific gaps increase, with the largest gap found for high school dropouts (0.66). Thus, the final 0.55 combines the positive eﬀect of schooling (mentioned in the context of Table 9) with the negative eﬀects of schooling-specific earnings. The results from the compensation in unobserved characteristics present a diﬀerent story. Panel C.3 shows that most of the school-specific gaps in earnings are reduced as a result of this exercise. The computed overall black-white gap is 0.39 which implies that unobserved characteristics explain approximately 30% of the actual gap. In addition, the evidence from Panels C.4 suggests (again) that cognitive abilities are the driving force behind this reduction. The gaps for high school dropouts, high school graduates and college graduates are reduced once blacks have whites’ distribution of cognitive ability, and the overall gap is only 0.34 which represents the smallest overall gap reported in Table 10. Consequently, I can conclude that the diﬀerences in cognitive ability explain 39% of the actual gap.



39The 15.6% is obtained as 1 − exp (−0.17) .
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Panel C.5 shows the results associated with the change in the distribution of noncognitive ability. In this case, the racial gaps in earnings are reduced for high school dropouts (from 0.55 to 0.44) and some college (from 0.44 to 0.41), but increase for high school (from 0.53 to 0.56) and college graduates (from 0.17 to 0.51). This large increase among college graduates is explained with the argument used to explain the similar finding for wages, with the additional consideration that the noncognitive loadings on hours worked are also large for black college graduates. Until this point, the analysis has considered only the age range between 28 and 32 years. As mentioned above, the results for the other two age ranges lead to similar conclusions and thus do not need additional discussion. I can, however, combine the results from all age ranges to analyze black-white diﬀerences in the present value of earnings. In order to achieve this, consider that, for each individual, the present value of earnings, given schooling level s∗ , is P VsR∗



S A ¡ R R R R R¢ X ¡ R R¢ X ¡ ¢ R R R X ,Q ,Z ,f ,θ = Ds Z , f ρa−1 EsR a, XaR , QR a ,f ,θ s=1



a=1



¡ ¢ ¡ ¢ R R represents the earnings at age a given observed where DsR∗ Z R , f R = 1, and EsR a, XaR , QR a ,f ,θ 40 R R (XaR , QR ρ is the discount factor a ) and unobserved (f , θ ) characteristics, and the individual’s race R.



which is assumed equal to 0.97, i.e. the implicit discount rate is 0.03. Then, I can apply the same strategy previously utilized for wages and earnings for the analysis of black-white gaps in present value of earnings. Table 10 displays these results. The evidence in Panels A and B confirm the existence of sizeable black-white diﬀerentials regardless of the schooling level analyzed. The black-white gap is 34% in the overall population (378,006 versus 249,783), 32% for high school dropouts (290,430 versus 197,986), 35% for high school graduates (366,076 versus 237,463), 30% for some college (395,520 versus 277,939), and 17% for college graduates (433,795 versus 360,681). Again, given the diﬀerences in schooling attainment, the diﬀerence for college graduates contributes the most to the overall gap. The evidence in Panel C follows the same patterns previously discussed in the context of wages and earnings. That is, while the compensations in observables and (all) unobservables have minor eﬀects on the racial gaps, when blacks are compensated only for the racial diﬀerences in unobserved cognitive ability the gaps, although still large, are reduced. Specifically, blacks with the same distribution of cognitive ability as whites, still earn 20% less than whites (378,006 versus 302,903). The black-white gap is 25% for 40In order to go from logs to levels, I take the exponential of the individual’s log earning simulated from the model at each



age. In this way, the simulated log earnings include the idiosyncratic disturbances. This strategy avoids taking exponential excluding the idiosyncratic disturbances which may lead to diﬀerent results. Individual’s earning (in levels) are used in the computation of the present values.
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high school dropouts (290,430 versus 216,389), 22% for high school graduates (366,076 versus 283,793), 31% for some college (which represents a negligible increase in the gap) (395,520 versus 274,267), and 8% for college graduates (433,795 versus 399,580). In summary, Tables 8, 9 and 10 show the existence of sizeable black-white diﬀerences in the means of labor market outcomes by schooling level and in the overall population even after controlling for the racial diﬀerences in the distributions of observed and unobserved characteristics. The results also indicate that racial diﬀerences in cognitive abilities are the most important force driving the black-white gaps in schooling attainment and labor market outcomes. The previous analysis focuses on black-white gaps in means. This emphasis is useful for comparison to evidence in the literature, but it is unnecessary in the context of the model. Figure 7 presents a more general approach for the analysis of black-white gaps in hourly wages. It depicts the location of blacks in the white distribution of hourly wages under the diﬀerent scenarios discussed above.41 Each panel in the figure presents the analysis for a specific age range. The bars are labeled accordingly to the diﬀerent scenarios (compensations). The bars under “Model” present the location of blacks in the white distribution as predicted by the model (i.e. without any compensation). The bars under "Observables and Unobservables" show the location of blacks in the white distribution when blacks are assumed to have whites’ distributions of observed and unobserved characteristics. The same logic applies for the other cases. The comparison of the results across the diﬀerent panels provide a diﬀerent perspective of the strong and robust eﬀects of the compensation for unobserved cognitive abilities. For example, while 49% of blacks report hourly wages in the first quartile of the white distribution between 28 and 32, the percentage falls to 37% after diﬀerences in cognitive ability are eliminated. Likewise, while only a 10% of blacks have wages above the 74th percentile of the white distribution for the same age range, the percentage is 17% after the compensation. The results are similar for the other two age ranges. Figure 8 repeats the analysis for earnings. In general, the results are qualitatively similar to the ones in Figure 7. The only significant diﬀerence is observed for the first range of ages. Here, when blacks have the same distributions of observables and unobservables as whites, the resulting distribution of earnings is more unequal than the original. This is due to the change in the distributions of hours worked which is more right-skewed after the compensation. Nevertheless, even in this case, the compensation for cognitive abilities has positive eﬀects on the black distribution of earnings. 41A similar idea was used in Figures 1 and 2.
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Finally, Figure 9 presents a similar analysis for the present value of earnings. The results are again similar and the importance of cognitive ability is again highlighted. For example, while 52% of blacks report life time earnings in the first quartile of the white distribution, that percentage falls to 40% after the diﬀerences in cognitive ability are eliminated. Likewise, while only 7% of blacks have wages above the 74th percentile of the white distribution, the percentage is 14% after the compensation. 6.5. Incarceration and the role of noncognitive abilities. From the previous analysis, it is possible to conclude that black-white diﬀerentials in the distributions of noncognitive ability do not help to explain racial gaps in labor market outcomes. Most of the reductions come from cognitive ability. The results for incarceration show a diﬀerent picture. The evidence presented in Table 7 (Panel C) suggests that cognitive and noncognitive abilities have large negative eﬀects on the probability of incarceration for blacks and whites. The comparison across races however, indicates that the eﬀect of cognitive abilities are stronger among whites, whereas noncognitive ability has the stronger eﬀects among blacks. Based on these results, and given the racial diﬀerences in the distributions of abilities, it is possible to infer that noncognitive abilities should play an important role in explaining the observed gaps in incarceration rates. Table 11 evaluates this idea by repeating the strategy used in the previous section but now applied to incarceration. The results in Table 11 show that the large black-white gaps in incarceration rates are significantly reduced when the racial diﬀerences in observed and unobserved characteristics are eliminated. In particular, the percentage of blacks reporting at least one episode of incarceration between ages 14 and 22 reduces from 8% to 3.8% as a result of the change. This represents a significant reduction in the gap if we consider that the incarceration rate for whites is 1.6% for the same period. Similar and even stronger changes in gaps are found for the other ages. Furthermore, the comparison of the numbers in rows B.1, B.2, and B.3 suggests that most of the reductions in the incarceration rates are due to the changes in unobserved characteristics. Specifically, when the diﬀerences in all unobserved characteristics are eliminated, the incarceration rate becomes 3.75% for the age range 14-22. On the contrary, the rate is 8.07% if only the diﬀerences in observables are eliminated. The results are (again) similar for the other ages. Finally, when the analysis is carried out separately by cognitive and noncognitive abilities, we observe that each one contributes to the reductions in the gaps, but it is their interaction that reduces the gaps the most. Thus, unlike the case of labor market outcomes, diﬀerences in cognitive ability do not by themselves account for the large reductions in incarceration rates presented in B.3. Black-white diﬀerences in noncognitive ability are as important determinants of these changes as diﬀerences in cognitive ability.
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7. Conclusions This paper integrates schooling decisions and labor market outcomes to study whether or not blackwhite gaps can be interpreted as a manifestation of racial diﬀerentials in unobserved abilities. Cognitive and noncognitive abilities are considered in the analysis. The results from the empirical model provide strong evidence of diﬀerences in the distributions of unobserved abilities between blacks and whites. The eﬀects of these abilities on outcomes also diﬀer by race. In particular, the eﬀects of noncognitive ability are uniformly stronger for blacks than whites. This pattern is not observed for cognitive ability. Depending on the age range and outcome, the eﬀect of cognitive ability can be stronger for either blacks or whites. Unobserved cognitive ability is the most important variable explaining racial gaps in schooling attainment and labor market outcomes. When blacks are assumed to have the white distribution of unobserved cognitive ability, they achieve equal (or greater) education levels as whites. The overall racial gaps in wages and earnings fall by approximately 40% after this compensation. However, this is smaller than expected compared to previous evidence which reports reductions in the range of 50 to 75% when blackwhite gaps in observed cognitive ability (achievement test scores) are controlled for (see Carneiro et al., 2005a; and Neal and Johnson, 1996). Racial diﬀerences in family background and schooling at the time of the tests are the determinants of the larger explanatory power of observed cognitive ability. The standard practice of equating cognitive test scores overcompensates for diﬀerentials in ability, resulting in underestimates of unexplained racial gaps. On the other hand, even though the results indicate that unobserved noncognitive ability is an important determinant of schooling decisions and labor market outcomes, its role in explaining the black-white gaps in labor market outcomes is negligible. Nevertheless, unobserved noncognitive ability does play an important role in closing the black-white gaps in incarceration rates. Finally, I consider necessary to point out that, as always, the results analyzed in this paper are conditional on the assumptions of the empirical model being true and on the quality of the data available. In this context, future research should extend my analysis to more general models allowing, for example, for multiple and correlated cognitive and noncognitive abilities, and for a direct role of incarceration over schooling attainment and/or labor market outcomes. Additionally, the study of a more comprehensive set of noncognitive mesures should also be part of a future research agenda. The inclusion of these (and other) elements might provide an even better understanding of the observed and unobserved factors behind the racial gaps in labor market outcomes.
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Appendix A. Identification of the Model This appendix presents the identification of the empirical model estimated in this paper. The argument follows the same logic utilized by Carneiro, Hansen, and Heckman (2003). Let C1 , C2 and C3 be denote three cognitive measures. Following the structure of the model, Ci = αCi fC + eCi for i = 1, 2, 3 where eCi represents an iid random variable, and fC is the unobserved cognitive ability. Notice that from the covariances, Cov (C1 , C2 ) = αC1 αC2 V ar (fC ) Cov (C2 , C3 ) = αC2 αC3 V ar (fC ) it is possible to identify αC3 /αC1 since: Cov (C2 , C3 ) αC3 , = Cov (C1 , C3 ) αC1 Analogously, we can identify αC2 /αC1 from the ratio of Cov (C1 , C3 ) and Cov (C2 , C3 ). Finally, by normalizing αC1 = 1 we obtain αC2 and αC3 (up to the normalization). The following theorem, due to Kotlarski (Kotlarski (1967)), provides the conditions to secure the identification of the distribution of the unobserved cognitive ability.



Theorem A.1. If T1 T2



= fC + e1 = fC + e2



and fC ⊥ ⊥ e1 ⊥ ⊥ e2 , the means of fC , e1 , and e2 are finite, the conditions of Fubini’s theorem are satisfied for each random variables, and the random variables possess non-vanishing characteristics functions, then the densities of fC , e1 , and e2 are identified.



¤



Proof. See Kotlarski (1967). Thus, by writing



C1 = fC + e1 C2 e2 = fC + λ2 λ2 the identification of distribution of fC follows directly from Kotlarski (1967) given that assumptions are satisfied. For the identification of the distribution of noncognitive ability we use a similar argument. In particular, consider the two noncognitive test scores and the latent variable associated with the incarceration model for period t N1 = αN1 fN + eN1 N2 = αN2 fN + eN2 IJ (t) = αJ,C (t)fC + αJ,N (t)fN + λJ (t)θ + eJ (t) ⊥ fN ⊥ ⊥ θ, we have that where eN1 , eN2 , and eJ (t) are iid random variables. Thus, since fC ⊥



Cov (N2 , IJ (t)) αN2 = Cov (N1 , IJ (t)) αN1 so, the normalization αN1 = 1 ensure the identification of the loading αN2 . With αN2 in hand, we secure the identification of the distribution of fN using Kotlarski’s theorem.42 The identification of the distribution of uncertainty can also be established using a diﬀerent version of the same logic. 42 Notice



that the covariances between observed noncognitive test scores and the latent variable cannot be directly computed from the data. However, as long as the joint distribution of (Ni , IJ (t)) the computation of the covariances is feasible (up to a scale). We can apply Theorem 1 in Carneiro, Hansen, and Heckman (2003) to prove the identification of this distribution.
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Appendix B. Data Description This appendix contains details of sample construction as well as brief descriptions of the schooling, family background and family income variables, the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT), local labor market variables, and measures of local tuition. B.1. Background on the NLSY Data. The National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY79) comprises three samples that are designed to represent the entire population of youth aged 14 to 21 as of December 31, 1978, and residing in the United States on January 1, 1979. We use the nationally representative cross-section and the set of supplemental samples designed to oversample civilian Hispanics and blacks. The military sample and the sample of economically disadvantaged nonblack/non-Hispanic youths are excluded. Data was collected annually until 1994, then biannually until 2000. NLSY79 collects extensive information on respondents’ family background labor market behavior and educational experiences. The survey also includes data on the youth’s family and community backgrounds. Sample Characteristics. The sample used in this paper excludes females, Hispanics, the military sample, individuals reporting 3,500 or more hours worked per year, individuals reporting hourly wages below 2 and above 150 dollars, individuals for whom information on schooling attainment is not available, and individuals that are not interview after age 27. This produces a sample of 1,264 blacks and 2,159 whites which represent approximately half of the original samples of black and white males. Importantly, the racial classifications of between blacks and whites who are obtained directly from the NLSY79 guidelines. B.2. Schooling Choices. A comprehensive highest grade completed (HGC) variable was constructed using several NLSY schooling and enrollment variables. Yearly schooling information is not available for individuals across all years because respondents not enrolled in school since the date of the last interview are not asked their HGC for the year. In light of this, several corrections were employed to maintain consistency across years. The highest grade completed variable at each date is consistent with schooling information gathered in one interview and with the final schooling status. For individuals with missing values for highest grade completed in a given year, the missing values were replaced with the most recent value by looking through the data retrospectively. In cases where this method was insuﬃcient, information on the date of high school certification and college attendance is used to trace the educational path of the individual. With an accurate HGC variable, we can then sort respondents into educational categories. B.3. Socioeconomic Status and Family Structure of the Sample. Family income and background variables include mothers and father’s education in 1979, parental family income in 1979 dollars, whether the respondent came from a broken home at age 14 (that is, did not live with both biological parents), number of siblings in the household, and geographic information such as region of residence and urban residence at age 14. We impute missing data for parent’s education and family income (about 25 percent of the total observations). Predicted values for missing observations were approximated by OLS regression of the nonmissing values on southern residence at age 14, dummy for urban residence at age 14, dummy for broken home status at age 14, number of siblings, and year of birth dummies by race. B.4. Cognitive and Noncognitive Test Scores. The NLSY79 contains the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB), which consists of 10 tests that were developed by the military to predict performance in the armed forces training programs. The battery involves unspeeded achievement tests designed to measure knowledge of general science, arithmetic reasoning, word knowledge, paragraph comprehension, numerical operations, coding speed, auto and shop information, mathematics knowledge, mechanical comprehension, and electronics information. This paper uses six of this 10 tests: word knowledge, paragraph comprehension, mathematics knowledge, arithmetic reasoning, and coding speed. The two attitude scales utilized as measures of noncognitive abilities are the Rosenberg Self-Esteem and Rotter Locus of Control scales. The Rotter Internal-External Locus of Control scale is designed to measure the extent to which individuals believe they have control over their lives through self-motivation (internal control) as opposed to the extent that the environment controls their lifes (external control). The scale used in this paper is scored
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in the internal direction-the higher the score, the more internal the individual. The Rosenberg Self-Essteem scale describes a degree of approval or disapproval toward oneself. The scale contains 10 statements of self-approval and disapproval with which respondents are asked to strongly agree, disagree, or strongly disagree. Higher scores are associated with higher levels of self-approval (self-esteem). The scale has proven highly internally consistent. B.5. Local Variables. Direct and opportunity costs of attending school aﬀect schooling decisions and must be included in the schooling choice equations. Local wage, unemployment and tuition variables were constructed at the state and Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) levels and merged to each individual in NLSY79 sample using the NLSY’s Geocode information that provides respondents’ geographical location at each interview date. Local wage and local variables were constructed by four education levels in each MSA and attached to each individual at age 17 in the sample according to their education level at a given year. The schooling categories include high-school dropouts, high-school graduates, those with some college or associate degrees, and college graduates. Although the NLSY79 includes local unemployment for each individual in the sample from Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) estimates, these estimates do not vary between individuals within an MSA. The NLSY unemployment level does not accurately reflect the economic conditions that individuals with diﬀerent schooling levels face. Employment opportunities diﬀer greatly for individuals with diﬀerent skills and schooling decisions and are aﬀected by economic conditions faced by individuals. In our framework, it is particularly important to control for individuals’ socioeconomic conditions that aﬀect schooling attainment. Local Unemployment. Local unemployment rates for each MSA and the four schooling groups were generated from the monthly Current Population Survey (CPS) from 1978 to 2000. Without conditioning on education status, the constructed unemployment rates are highly consistent with the BLS estimates from NLSY79. The sample consists of civilian, non-institutional persons aged 16 to 65 in the labor force. Unemployment rates were calculated for the portion of each state that is not considered part of an MSA (out-of-MSA), and these were assigned to individuals living outside of an MSA. Tuition Data. Local tuition at age 17, for two-year and four-year public colleges and including universities, was constructed from annual records on tuition and enrollment from the Higher Education General Information Survey (HEGIS) and the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS). By matching location with a person’s county of residence, we were able to determine the presence of both two- and four-year colleges in an individual’s county of residence. Public colleges were divided into two- and four-year programs, and a weighted average of tuition was generated for each county (college enrollment was used for weighting). This process was repeated at the state level. The tuition data was adjusted to include Pell Grants awards. Assuming that every individual that satisfies Pell Grants eligibility will obtain it, we subtract Pell Grants awards from tuition cost for each MSA. The Pell Grants awards were calculated for each individual given their characteristics according to the Regular Payment and Disbursement Schedules of Pell Grants from the Department of Education from 1979-2000. These schedules determine Pell Grant dollar amounts for which an individual is eligible given the cost of attendance and an expected family contribution (EFC). The cost of attendance was approximated with the local tuition variable constructed from HEGIS and IPEDS for a given year. The EFC calculation requires a large amount of individual data such as family income, parental assets, family size, number of kids in college, emergency expenses, etc. We approximate EFC using family income in 1979, family size, and the type of student (dependent or independent). Department of Economics, University of Chicago E-mail address: [email protected]



Table 1. The Racial Gap in Wages and Earnings Sample of 28-32 years old Males - NLSY79 Black-White Gaps



(1) Black-White Gap



Baseline



Baseline + Schooling Dummies
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Baseline + Cognitive Test Score



Baseline + Schooling Dummies + Cognitive Test Score



(A) (B) (C) (D) Wages Earnings Wages Earnings Wages Earnings Wages Earnings -0.294 -0.567 -0.230 -0.482 -0.099 -0.287 -0.125 -0.326



Black-White Gap Conditional on: (2) Baseline Variables



(3) Baseline Variables and Schooling Dummies (4) Baseline Variables and Cognitive Test Score (5) Baseline Variables, Schooling Dummies, and Cognitive Test Score



-0.294



-0.567



-0.292



-0.572



-0.302



-0.578



-0.299



-0.579



-0.230



-0.482



-



-



-0.265



-0.532



-0.099



-0.287



-0.159



-0.373



-0.125



-0.326



Notes: Model (A) (baseline model): log wages or log earnings are regressed on a race dummy (Black=1) and a set of variables controlling for the characteristics of the place of residence (northcentral region, northeast region, west region and urban area). Models (B), and (D): The regressions include a set of dummy variables controlling for schooling levels (high school dropouts, high school graduates, some college, and four year college graduates). The schooling levels correspond to the maximum schooling level observed by age 32 for each individual in the sample. Models (C) and (D): The regressions include the standardized average of six achievement test scores (Arithmetic Reasoning, Word Knowledge, Paragraph Comprehension, Numerical Operations, Math Knowledge, Coding Speed). Wages and earnings represent the average value reported between ages 28 and 32. Finally, for each model, row (1) in Table 1 presents the gaps deﬁned conditional on all the controls included in the regression. Rows (2)-(5) present the gaps deﬁne conditioning on subsets of controls. For example, in the case of model (D), where the respective labor market outcome ln \ (hourly wages or annual earnings) is regressed on the baseline V variables ([), schooling dummies ({Gv }v=1 ), and the proxy for cognitive ability³ (W ) (the standardized average of ´ ¢ ¡ V achievement test scores), Table 1 presents H ln \ Black  ln \ W hite |[ (row 2)> H ln \ Black  ln \ W hite |[> {Gv }v=1 ³ ´ ¡ ¢ (row 3), H ln \ Black  ln \ W hite |[> W (row 4)> and H ln \ Black  ln \ W hite |[> {Gv }Vv=1 > W (row 5). It is worth noting that , in the case of Model (D), the estimates in row (5) are identical to the ones in row (1) since in both cases they represent the coe!cient associated with the race dummy or H(ln \ Black  ln \ W hite |[> {Gv }Vv=1 >T )= That is why the numbers in (row 5) are presented in bold. The same logic applies to the other columns. Thus, each row in Table 1 presents black-white gaps that are comparable across columns (models), and for each column the bold number represents the gap estimated as the coe!cient associated with the race dummy. All of the estimates are statistically signiﬁcant at the 95% level.
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Table 2A. Variables in the empirical implementation of the Outcome Equations Variables Region of Residence Urban Residence Family income in 1979 Broken home at Age 14 (Dummy) Number of Siblings at Age 17 (Dummy) Mother Highest Grade Completed at Age 17 Father Highest Grade Completed at Age 17 Local Unemployment Rate of High School Dropouts at Age 17 Local Unemployment Rate of High School Graduates at Age 17 Local Unemployment Rate of Attendees of Some College at Age 17 Local Unemployment for College Graduates at Age 17 Tuition at Two Year College at Age 17 Tuition at Four Year College at Age 17 Factors Cognitive Noncognitive Uncertainty Estimated by:



Hourly Wage (a) and Hours Worked Yes Yes -



HS Dropouts Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes -



-



-



Yes Yes Yes Schooling Level and Age Range



Yes Yes No -



Educational Choice Model (b) HS Graduates Some College 4-yr. degree Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No -



Yes Yes No -



-



Notes: (a) The log hourly wage and log worked hours models are estimated for four different categories (high school dropouts, high school graduates, some college, and 4year college graduates) and for three different ranges of age (23-27, 28-32 and 33-37). (b) The educational choice model is estimated considering four different categories: high school dropouts, high school graduates, some college, and 4-year college graduates.



Table 2B. Variables in the empirical implementation of the model Measurement System Variables Incarceration (a) Living in a Urban area at age 14 (Dummy) Living in the South at age 14 (Dummy) Mother Highest Grade Completed at Age 17 Yes Father Highest Grade Completed at Age 17 Yes Number of Siblings at Age 17 (Dummy) Yes Family income in 1979 Yes Broken home (Dummy) Yes Age Dummies Factors Cognitive Yes Noncognitive Yes Uncertainty Yes Estimated by: Age Range



Test Scores (Cognitive Variables (b)) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes



Attitude Scales (Noncognitive Variables(c)) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes



Yes No No Grade Completed at the Time of the Test



No Yes No Grade Completed at the Time of the Test



Notes: (a) There are four models of incarceration, one for each age range (14-22, 23-27, 28-32, and 33-37). Uncertainty is excluded from the model estimated for the first period. (b) Test scores are standardized to have within-sample mean 0, variance 1 in the overall population. The included cognitive variables are Arithmetic Reasoning, Word Knowledge, Paragraph Comprehension, Math Knowledge, Coding Speed, and Numerical Operations; (c) The included noncognitive variables are Rotter Locus of Control Scale and Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale. The locus of control scale is based on the four-item abbreviated version of the Rotter Internal-External Locus of Control Scale. This scale is designed to measure the extent to which individuals believe they have control over their lives through self-motivation or self-determination (internal control) as opposed to the extent that the enviroment controls their lives (external control). The SelfEsteem Scale is based on the 10-item Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale. This scale describes a degree of approval or disapproval toward oneself. In both cases, we standardize the test scores to have within-sample mean 0 and variance 1 in the overall population.
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Schooling Level



Table 3. Goodness of Fit - (Log) Hourly Wages by Age, Schooling Level and Race Whites 23-27 28-32 33-37 23-27



Blacks 28-32



33-37



A. Means High School Dropouts Actual Model



2.309 2.329



2.387 2.402



2.412 2.417



2.147 2.156



2.185 2.201



2.232 2.233



Actual Model



2.4.36 2.435



2.567 2.563



2.645 2.64



2.198 2.204



2.282 2.300



2.321 2.324



Actual Model



2.488 2.481



2.691 2.686



2.809 2.797



2.355 2.350



2.460 2.438



2.544 2.561



Actual Model



2.524 2.539



2.868 2.86



3.106 3.097



2.482 2.448



2.723 2.693



2.896 2.856



Actual Model



0.373 0.385



0.388 0.420



0.455 0.488



0.351 0.360



0.391 0.407



0.424 0.436



Actual Model



0.368 0.376



0.402 0.419



0.453 0.466



0.356 0.363



0.388 0.392



0.429 0.435



Actual Model



0.3765 0.388



0.429 0.458



0.517 0.564



0.375 0.392



0.408 0.428



0.407 0.450



Actual Model



0.38 0.385



0.437 0.445



0.522 0.540



0.379 0.439



0.454 0.532



0.472 0.550



0.588 0.431 0.143 0.157



0.766 0.448 0.934 0.135



0.294 0.816 0.262 0.048



0.004 0.177 0.055 0.437



0.009 0.014 0.502 0.951



0.00 0.029 0.440 0.809



High School Graduates



Some College



Four-Year College Graduates



B. Std. Deviations High School Dropouts



High School Graduates



Some College



Four-Year College Graduates



C. Goodness of Fit Test (p-value) (a) High School Dropouts High School Graduates Some College Four-Year College Graduates



Notes: The simulated data (Model) contains 20,000 observations generated from the Model's estimates. The actual data (Actual) comes fom the NLSY79 sample of Males. For each individual, the schooling level refers to the maximum schooling level reported in the sample. (a) Goodness of fit is tested using a Ʒ2 test where the Null Hypthesis is Model=Data.
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Schooling Level



Table 4. Goodness of Fit - (Log) Annual Hours Worked by Age Range, Schooling Level and Race Whites 23-27 28-32 33-37 23-27



Blacks 28-32



33-37



A. Means High School Dropouts Actual Model



7.365 7.378



7.461 7.466



7.501 7.508



7.041 7.136



7.078 7.121



7.253 7.226



Actual Model



7.548 7.549



7.648 7.635



7.669 7.664



7.264 7.291



7.367 7.381



7.414 7.388



Actual Model



7.488 7.470



7.608 7.590



7.644 7.638



7.229 7.189



7.450 7.400



7.495 7.675



Actual Model



7.261 7.268



7.652 7.653



7.72 7.716



7.188 7.181



7.610 7.596



7.631 7.559



Actual Model



0.533 0.557



0.528 0.611



0.474 0.508



0.869 0.859



0.831 0.851



0.685 0.719



Actual Model



0.404 0.412



0.31 0.32



0.308 0.313



0.679 0.677



0.605 0.604



0.613 0.652



Actual Model



0.481 0.518



0.354 0.391



0.365 0.4



0.628 0.668



0.544 0.586



0.556 0.686



Actual Model



0.549 0.555



0.340 0.33



0.274 0.284



0.599 0.623



0.357 0.391



0.387 0.597



0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0



0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0



0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0



0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0



0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0



0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0



High School Graduates



Some College



Four-Year College Graduates



B. Std. Deviations High School Dropouts



High School Graduates



Some College



Four-Year College Graduates



C. Goodness of Fit Test (p-value) (a) High School Dropouts High School Graduates Some College Four-Year College Graduates



Notes: The simulated data (Model) contains 20,000 observations generated from the Model's estimates. The actual data (Actual) comes fom the NLSY79 sample of Males. For each individual, the schooling level refers to the maximum schooling level reported in the sample. (a) Goodness of fit is tested using a Ʒ2 test where the Null Hypthesis is Model=Data.
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Table 5. Goodness of Fit - Schooling Choices by Race Whites Blacks Schooling Level (100%) Model Actual Model Actual High School Dropouts 17.20 17.18 29.27 29.48 High School Graduates 34.70 34.81 37.12 37.23 Some College 19.95 19.82 21.14 20.63 Four-Year College Graduates 28.15 28.19 12.48 12.66 Goodness of Fit (p-value) 0.723 0.841 Notes: The simulated data (Model) contains 20,000 observations generated from the Model's estimates. The actual data (Actual) comes fom the NLSY79 sample of Males. Goodness of fit is tested using a Ʒ 2 test where the Null Hypthesis is Model=Data.



Schooling Level



Table 6. Goodness of Fit - Incarceration by Age Range and Race Whites 14-22 23-27 28-32 33-37 14-22



Blacks 23-27 28-32



33-37



A. Fraction of Individual in Jail Actual 1.26 Model 1.60



1.87 1.59



1.40 1.09



1.64 1.50



5.31 7.94



8.73 8.31



12.33 12.02



10.53 10.42



B. Goodness of Fit Test (p-value) ( 0.886



0.959



0.878



0.940



0.359



0.940



0.957



0.896



Notes: The simulated data (Model) contains 20,000 observations generated from the Model's estimates. The actual data (Actual) comes fom the NLSY79 sample of Males. The binary variable Jail takes a value of 1 if the individual reports at least one episode of incarceration during the respective age range. (a) Goodness of fit is tested using a Ʒ2 test where the Null Hypthesis is Model=Data.
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Equation



Table 7. Standardized Loadings Labor Market Outcomes, Schooling and Incarceration Cognitive Ability Noncognitve Ability Blacks Whites Blacks Whites



A. Labor Market Outcomes A1. High School Dropouts Wages - Ages 23-27 Wages - Ages 28-32 Wages - Ages 33-37 Hours Worked - Ages 23-27 (†) Hours Worked - Ages 28-32 Hours Worked - Ages 33-37 A2. High School Graduates Wages - Ages 23-27 Wages - Ages 28-32 Wages - Ages 33-37 Hours Worked - Ages 23-27 Hours Worked - Ages 28-32 Hours Worked - Ages 33-37 A3. Some College Wages - Ages 23-27 Wages - Ages 28-32 Wages - Ages 33-37 Hours Worked - Ages 23-27 Hours Worked - Ages 28-32 Hours Worked - Ages 33-37 A4. College Graduates Wages - Ages 23-27 Wages - Ages 28-32 Wages - Ages 33-37 Hours Worked - Ages 23-27 Hours Worked - Ages 28-32 Hours Worked - Ages 33-37 B. Schooling Choices High School Dropouts High School Graduates Some College



Uncertainty Blacks Whites



0.03 0.07 0.09 0.05 0.17 0.18



0.08 0.09 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.03



0.06 0.10 0.12 0.19 0.41 0.36



0.03 0.04 0.06 0.17 0.32 0.22



0.04 0.08 0.09 0.77 0.35 0.06



0.23 0.30 0.36 0.24 0.16 0.12



0.14 0.15 0.18 0.06 0.10 0.07



0.07 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.04 0.03



0.06 0.08 0.19 0.20 0.40 0.76



0.02 0.06 0.07 0.17 0.22 0.12



0.12 0.08 0.07 0.60 0.23 0.04



0.28 0.35 0.35 0.08 0.05 0.06



0.01 0.04 0.03 -0.09 0.05 0.02



0.02 0.02 0.05 -0.03 -0.01 0.01



0.11 0.21 0.22 0.46 0.56 0.23



0.02 0.09 0.16 0.31 0.20 0.16



-0.03 0.01 -0.16 -0.10 0.00 -0.63



0.27 0.36 0.36 0.12 0.10 0.04



0.08 0.10 0.11 0.13 0.03 0.06



0.09 0.13 0.19 -0.04 -0.04 0.01



0.70 1.02 1.03 0.57 0.42 0.08



0.07 0.05 0.07 0.14 0.29 0.10



-0.09 -0.05 -0.03 0.18 0.20 0.56



-0.26 -0.38 -0.38 -0.11 -0.08 -0.05



-1.53 -1.14 -0.56



-1.58 -1.26 -0.84



-1.41 -0.93 -1.01



-0.45 -0.20 -0.28



-



-



C. Incarceration Ages 14-22 -0.37 -0.38 -0.60 -0.29 Ages 23-27 -0.37 -0.33 -0.77 -0.25 -0.12 -0.21 Ages 28-32 -0.32 -0.26 -0.93 -0.28 -0.01 -0.13 Ages 33-37 -0.30 -0.22 -0.80 -0.26 0.03 -0.09 Note: This table presents the standardized estimates from the Model. Since the model is estimated using Bayesian methods, they represent the mean estimates. The bold numbers represent significant estimates (at 95%). (†): The loadings on uncertainty are normalized to one so the numbers are simply the standard deviations of uncertainty for blacks and whites, respectively. This normalization is necessary for the identification of the model.
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Table 8. Black-White Gap in Hourly Wages under Different Assumptions Sample of 28-32 year old Males H.S. Dropouts



H. S. Graduates Some College College Graduates



Overall



A. Outcomes for Whites Hourly Wages % in each Schooling Level



2.39 0.17



2.57 0.35



2.68 0.20



2.85 0.28



2.64 -



2.20 0.29 -0.24



2.30 0.37 0.04



2.45 0.21 0.02



2.72 0.13 0.46



2.36 0.28



2.25 0.11 0.17



2.42 0.23 0.35



2.52 0.33 -0.29



2.47 0.34 -0.04



2.45 0.19



2.21 0.24 -0.11



2.30 0.33 0.14



2.48 0.25 -0.10



2.68 0.18 0.31



2.40 0.24



2.26 0.15 0.07



2.43 0.29 0.18



2.47 0.30 -0.21



2.50 0.26 0.15



2.44 0.20



2.24 0.15 0.07



2.43 0.28 0.21



2.45 0.29 -0.18



2.73 0.28 0.05



2.49 0.15



2.22 0.29 -0.24



2.30 0.38 0.02



2.46 0.21 0.01



2.48 0.11 0.53



2.33 0.31



2.21 0.29 -0.24



2.30 0.37 0.04



2.45 0.21 0.02



2.72 0.13 0.46



2.36 0.28



B. Outcomes for Blacks Hourly Wages % in each Schooling Level Actual Gap



C. Blacks with Whites' Characteristics C.1 Observables and Unobservables Hourly Wages % in each Schooling Level Gap C.2 Observables Hourly Wages % in each Schooling Level Gap C.3 Unobservables Hourly Wages % in each Schooling Level Gap C.4 Cognitive Ability Hourly Wages % in each Schooling Level Gap C.5 Noncognitive Ability Hourly Wages % in each Schooling Level Gap C.6 Uncertainty Hourly Wages % in each Schooling Level Note for Table 8 AND 9 Gap



Note: The numbers in this table present the mean (log) hourly wages (by schooling level and overall), the distribution of schooling decisions, and the racial gaps in hourly wages. Panels A and B show these numbers for blacks and whites as predicted ¡ ¢ by the model. For example, for blacks (panel B), the row “hourly wages” presents the means schooling level v, whereas the row “% in each schooling of \vE d> [dE > f E > E for individuals selecting the ¡ respective ¢ level” presents the distribution of schooling GvE ]vE > f E in the black population. For “hourly wages” ³ the last column ´



E E E (Overall) presents the average of log hourly wages in the population which is computed using \ E d> [ E d > ] >f >  where V ¡ ¢ X ¡ ¢ ¡ ¢ \ E d> [dE > ] E > f E > E = GvE ]vE > f E \vE d> [dE > f E > E = v=1



The numbers for the row “Gap” on the other hand, come from the following decomposition of the overall racial gap in hourly wages ¢ ¡ ¢ ¢ 4 3 ¡ Z¡ H \v d> [dZ ¡> i Z >¡Z |GvE¢ ]vZ ¢> i Z = 1 V E Z Z X F E ¡ ¢ ¡ ¢¢ ¡ E ¡× Pr Gv ]v ¢> i ¡= 1 ¢ ¢ F ¡ H \ Z d> [dZ > ] Z > i Z > Z  \ E d> [dE > ] E > i E > E = C H \vE d> [dE > i E > E |GvE ]vE > i E = 1 D ¡ ¢ ¢ ¡ v=1 × Pr GvE ]vE > i E = 1 = so, each column represents a term in the sumation with the last column (Overall) presenting the total sum ¡ ¢ (or the gap). Panel C presents analogous results but after modifying dierent components of \ E d> [dE > ] E > f E > E . In particular, Panel C.1 presents the results when blacks are ¡assumed to have¢the same of observables and unobservables ¡ distributions ¢ ¡ ¢ as whites, i.e. it presents the results for \vE d> [dZ > f Z > Z , GvE ]vZ > f Z , and \ E d> [dZ > ] Z > f Z > Z . Panel C.2 assumes that only the observables are equalized across races. Panel C.3. assumes that all of the distributions of the unobserved components of the models are equalized across races. Finally, for C.4 to C.6 the results come from the change in each unobserved component of the model. The results for whites (Panel A) are always used to compute the gaps.
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Table 9. Black-White Gap in Annual Earnings under Different Assumptions Sample of 28-32 year old Males H.S. Dropouts H. S. Graduates



Some College



College Graduates



Overall



A. Outcomes for Whites Annual Earnings % in each Schooling Level



9.87 0.17



10.21 0.35



10.27 0.20



10.48 0.28



10.24 -



9.32 0.29 -1.05



9.68 0.37 -0.05



9.83 0.21 0.01



10.31 0.13 1.65



9.68 0.56



9.37 0.11 0.68



9.78 0.23 1.35



9.89 0.33 -1.20



9.97 0.34 -0.43



9.84 0.40



9.21 0.24 -0.47



9.62 0.33 0.41



9.82 0.25 -0.46



10.26 0.18 1.08



9.69 0.55



9.50 0.15 0.29



9.85 0.29 0.68



9.89 0.30 -0.93



10.00 0.26 0.36



9.85 0.39



9.40 0.15 0.27



9.86 0.28 0.79



9.80 0.29 -0.81



10.33 0.28 0.09



9.90 0.34



9.43 0.29 -1.08



9.65 0.38 -0.12



9.86 0.21 -0.07



9.97 0.11 1.85



9.67 0.58



9.32 0.29 -1.05



9.67 0.37 -0.05



9.83 0.21 0.01



10.31 0.13 1.65



9.68 0.56



B. Outcomes for Blacks Annual Earnings % in each Schooling Level Actual Gap



C. Blacks with Whites' Characteristics C.1 Observables and Unobservables Annual Earnings % in each Schooling Level Gap C.2 Observables Annual Earnings % in each Schooling Level Gap C.3 Unobservables Annual Earnings % in each Schooling Level Gap C.4 Cognitive Ability Annual Earnings % in each Schooling Level Gap C.5 Noncognitive Ability Annual Earnings % in each Schooling Level Gap C.6 Uncertainty Annual Earnings % in each Schooling Level Note for Table 10 and 11 Gap



Note: The numbers in this table present the mean (log) annual earnings (by level and ¡ schooling U ¢ overall), the distriU denote log annual bution of schooling decisions, and gaps in annual earnings. Let EvU d> [dU > TU d >f > ¡ Uthe racial ¢ ¡ the ¢ U U U U U U U earnings given characteristics [ , race U, schooling level v and age d= Formally, E d> [ = > T > f >  > d d ¢ v d f > ¡ ¢ ¡ ¡ ¢ ¡ ¢ U U U U \vU d> [dU > f U > U + KvU d> TU , where \vU d> [dU > f U > U and KvU d> TU represent the associated d >f > d >f > log hourly wage and log annual hours worked, respectively. Panels A and B show these numbers for blacks and whites by¢the model. For example, for blacks (panel B) the row “annual earnings” presents the means of ¡ as predicted E E for individuals selecting the schooling level v, whereas the row “% in each schooling EvE d> [dE > TE d >f > ¡ respective ¢ E level” presents the distribution of schooling GvE ]vE > f ³ . The last column (Overall) presents the average log annual ´ E



E E E earning in the population. This is computed using E E d> [ E d > Td > ] >f > 



where



V ¡ ¢ X ¡ ¢ ¡ ¢ E E E E E = = GvE ]vE > f E EvE d> [dE > TE E E d> [dE > TE d >] > f >  d >f > v=1



The row “Gap” on the other hand, presents the numbers associated with the following decomposition of racial gap in earnings ¢ E ¡ Z Z¢ ¢ 3 ¡ Z¡ Z Z |G¢v ]¢v > f =1 H Ev d> [dZ > T¡Z d >f ¡ > ¢ ¶ µ Z¡ V Z Z Z XE d>¡ [dZ > TZ E GvE ]vZ > f¢Z =¡1 d >] >f > ¢ E ¢ ¢ ¡ E ¡ × Pr = H E E E E E E E E E E C d> [ |G =1 > ] > f >  > T E E d> [dE > TE H E d v d ¡ d > f¡ >  v ] v >f ¢ ¢ v=1 × Pr GvE ]vE > f E = 1 =



the overall 4 F F D



so, each column represents a term in the sumation with the last column (Overall) presenting ¡ the total sum (or ¢ the gap). Panel C presents analogous results but after modifying dierent components of E E d> [dE > ] E > f E > E . In particular, Panel C.1 presents the¡ results when blacks¢ are assumed to¢ have the ¡same distributions of observables and ¡ ¢ Z Z Z Z Z , GvE ]vZ > f Z , and E E d> [dZ > TZ . Panel C.2 unobservables as whites, i.e. EvE d> [dZ > TZ d >f > d >] >f > assumes that only the observables are equalized across races. Panel C.3. assumes that all of the distributions of unobserved components are equalized across races. Finally, for C.4 to C.6 the results come from the change in each individual unobserved component of the model. The results for whites (Panel A) are always used to compute the gap.



Table 10. Black-White Gap in Present Value of Annual Earnings under Different Assumptions Ages 23 to 37 H.S. Dropouts H. S. Graduates



Some College



College Graduates



Overall (%)



A. Outcomes for Whites PV of Earnings % in each Schooling Level



290,430 0.17



366,076 0.35



395,520 0.20



433,795 0.28



378,006 -



197,986 0.29 -8,460 0.32



237,463 0.37 39,024 0.35



277,939 0.21 21,053 0.30



360,681 0.13 76,606 0.17



249,783 128,223 (0.34)



191,647 0.11 29,198



241,041 0.23 72,980



279,250 0.33 -12,867



271,533 0.34 30,156



258,539 119,467 (0.32)



181,601 0.24 7,111



228,256 0.33 52,712



276,369 0.25 8,236



354,081 0.18 57,419



252,529 125,477 (0.33)



210,439 0.15 18,646 0.28 216,389 0.15 17,091 0.25 203,710 0.29 -10,056



251,494 0.29 53,945 0.31 283,793 0.28 47,771 0.22 218,922 0.38 43,912



278,968 0.30 -5,340 0.29 274,267 0.29 -1,283 0.31 264,053 0.21 22,056



277,084 0.26 50,480 0.36 399,580 0.28 11,523 0.08 269,541 0.11 92,408



260,275 117,731 (0.31)



184,218 0.29 -4,402



225,047 0.37 43,646



288,906 0.21 18,791



334,602 0.13 79,909



240,062 137,944 (0.36)



B. Outcomes for Blacks PV of Earnings % in each Schooling Level Actual Gap



C. Blacks with Whites' Characteristics C.1 Observables and Unobservables PV of Earnings % in each Schooling Level Gap C.2 Observables PV of Earnings % in each Schooling Level Gap C.3 Unobservables PV of Earnings % in each Schooling Level Gap C.4 Cognitive Ability PV of Earnings % in each Schooling Level Gap C.5 Noncognitive Ability PV of Earnings % in each Schooling Level Gap C.6 Uncertainty PV of Earnings % in each Schooling Level Note for Table 12 Gap



302,903 75,103 (0.20) 229,685 148,321 (0.39)



Note: The numbers in this table present the mean present value of earnings (by schooling level and overall), the ¡ ¢ U U U U U d> [ denote > T > f >  distribution of schooling decisions, and the racial gaps in present value of earnings. Let E v d d ¡ ¢ U U the log annual earnings given characteristics [dU > TU , race U, schooling level v and age d= Panels A and B d >f > show these numbers for blacks and whites as predicted by the model. For example, for blacks (panel B) the row “PV of earnings” presents the means of D ¡ ¢ X ¡ ¢ E E E E = d1 EvE d> [dE > TE S YvE d> [dE > TE d >f > d >f > d=1



for individuals selecting the respective ¡ ¢ schooling level (v), whereas the row “% in each schooling level” presents the distribution of schooling GvE ]vE > f E . The last column (Overall) presents the mean present value of earnings in the population. The row “Gap” on the other hand, presents the numbers associated with the following decomposition of the overall racial gap in PV of earnings ¡ ¢ E ¡ Z Z¢ ¢ 4 3 ¡ Z Z H S YvZ d> [dZ > T ] =1 > f¡ > Z |G >f d v v ¡ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¡ ¶ μ V Z Z Z Z E E Z Z X F E 1¡ S YvZ d> E ¡ [d E> Td E> ] E> f E > E ¢ ¡ × PrE GvE ]Ev > Ef ¢ = ¢ ¢ F ¡ = H E E C H S Yv d> [d > Td > f >  |GvE ]vE > f E = 1 D S Yv d> [d > Td > ] > f >  ¡ ¢ ¢ ¡ v=1 × Pr GvE ]vE > f E = 1 = so, each column represents a term in the sumation with the last column (Overall) presenting ¡ the total sum (or¢ the gap). Panel C presents analogous results but after modifying dierent components of S Y E d> [dE > ] E > f E > E . In particular, Panel C.1 presents the results when blacks are assumed to have the same ¡ ¢ ¡ Z ¢ distributions of observables and Z Z E Z and G ] . Panel C.2 assumes that only the > f >  > f unobservables as whites, i.e. it uses S YvE d> [dZ > TZ d v v observables are equalized across races. Panel C.3. assumes that all of the distributions of unobserved components are equalized across races. Finally, for C.4 to C.6 the results come from the change in each individual unobserved component of the model. The results for whites (Panel A) are always used to compute the gap.
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Table 11. Probability of Incarceration among Whites, Blacks and Blacks under Different Assumptions, by Age Range Ages 14-22 Ages 23-27 Ages 28-32 A. Predicted Whites Blacks



Ages 33-37



1.60 7.94



1.59 8.31



1.09 12.02



1.50 10.42



B. Blacks with Whites' Characteristics B.1 Observables and Unobservab 3.81 B.2 Observables 8.07 B.3 Unobservables 3.75 B.4 Cognitive 4.72 B.5 Noncognitive 6.62



2.73 6.34 3.52 5.12 5.84



4.76 10.65 5.55 9.05 8.46



4.28 9.07 5.24 7.62 7.59



¡ ¢ Note: Let GvU ]vU > f U ¡represents ¢ a dummy variable that takes a value of one if the individual chooses schooling level v given characteristics ]vU > f U and race U= Then, the numbers in this table present the distributions of schooling ¡ ¢ªV © decisions GvU ]vU > f U v=1 under dierent assumptions. Panels A presents the distributions for blacks and whites ¡ ¢ªV ¡ ¢ªV © © as predicted by the model, i.e. the distributions of GvE ]vE > f E v=1 and GvZ ]vZ > f Z v=1 . Panel B presents the © ªV distributions for blacks when the distributions ]vE v=1 and f E equalized across races. For example, "Observables ¡ ¢ªV © and Unobservables” presents the distribution of GvE ]vZ > f Z v=1 whereas "Observables” presents the distribution © E ¡ Z E ¢ªV . The same logic applies for rest of the rows in Panel B. of Gv ]v > f v=1
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Figure 1. Location of Blacks in White Distribution - Hourly Wages Model versus Data, by Age Range
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Note: The panels in this ﬁgure compare the proportion of blacks with hourly wages in the respective percentile range of the white distribution obtained using simulated ("Model") and actual ("Actual") data. The simulated data represents a sample of 20,000 individuals generated from the estimates of the model. The simulated (log) hourly wages are obtained as follows. Let \vU (d) denote the simulated individual’s log hourly wage at age d and schooling level v given individual’s race U (U = {white,black})= Let GvU denote a dummy variable that takes a value of 1 if schooling level v is selected, and 0 otherwise. Thus, at age d> the individual’s log hourly wage is:



\ U (d) =



V X



GvU × \vU (d)



where U = {white,black}=



v=1



The panels also include a horizontal line at 0=25 which represents the value in the case of equal distributions across races.
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Figure 2. Location of Blacks in White Distribution - Annual Earnings Model versus Data, by Age Range
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Note: The panels in this ﬁgure present the proportion of blacks with annual earnings in the respective percentile range of the white distribution computed using the simulated ("Model") and actual ("Actual") data. The simulated data represents a sample of 20,000 individuals generated from the estimates of the model. The simulated earnings are obtained as follows. Let \vU (d) and KvU (d) denote the simulated individual’s log hourly wage and log annual hours worked at age d and schooling level v given individual’s race U (U = {white,black}), respectively= Let GvU denote a dummy variable that takes a value of 1 if the schooling level v is selected, and 0 otherwise. Thus, at age d> the individual’s log earning is:



E U (d) =



V X



¡ ¢ GvU × \vU (d) + KvU (d) where U = {white,black}=



v=1



The panels also include a horizontal line at 0=25 which represents the value in the case of equal distributions across races.
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Figure 3. The Effect of Schooling on Observed Cognitive Measures given
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Notes: Each of the observed cognitive measures (test scores) is standardized to have mean 0 and variance 1 in the overall population. Each panel depicts the average cognitive scores computed under the assumption of iFZ = iFE = 0, i.e. a value of zero for the unobserved cognitive ability. The observable characteristics determining the observed scores are set to their respective sample means (black or white sample means). Formally, given the schooling level at the U time of the test (vW ) and race (U), the panel associated with the observed cognitive measure Fl presents F l (vW ) for vW = {9 or less years of schooling, between 10 and 11 years of schooling, 12 years of schooling, and some post-secondary education} where U b U (vW )XU + F (vW ) × 0 F (vW ) = * b U (vW ) +  l



Fl



b U (vW )  Fl



Fl



F



l



represent estimated coe!cients. The model is estimated using the and U = {Black, White}. * bU Fl (vW ) and NLSY79 samples of whites and blacks (see Appendix B for details).
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Figure 4. The Effect of Schooling on Noncognitive scales given fNW=fN =0 Black and White Males
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Notes: Each of the observed noncognitive measures (scales) is standardized to have mean 0 and variance 1 in the Z E = iQ = overall population. Each panel depicts the average noncognitive scores computed under the assumption of iQ 0, i.e. a value of zero for the unobserved noncognitive ability. The observable characteristics determining the observed scores are set to their respective sample means (black or white sample means). Formally, given the schooling level at the time of the test (vW ) and race (U), the panel associated with the observed non-cognitive measure Ql presents U Q l (vW ) for vW = {9 or less years of schooling, between 10 and 11 years of schooling, 12 years of schooling, and some post-secondary education} where U U bU Q l (vW ) = * bU Ql (vW ) +  Ql (vW )XQ + Ql (vW ) × 0



bU and U = {Black, White}. * bU Ql (vW ) and  Ql (vW ) represent estimated coe!cients. The model is estimated using the NLSY79 samples of whites and blacks (see Appendix B for details).



Figure 5. Distribution of Unobserved Abilities and Uncertainty by Race A. Cognitive Factor
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Note: Panel A compares the black and white distributions of unobserved cognitive ability. Panel B compares the distributions of noncognitive ability. Panel C compares the distributions of uncertainty across races. The distributions are computed using 20,000 simulated observations for each race. The simulated data is generated using the estimates of the model.



Figure 6. Racial Differences in Schooling Sorting Distribution of Unobserved Abilities by Race and Schooling Level
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Note: Each panel in this ﬁgure presents the distributions of unobserved abilities by schooling levels. The distributions are computed using 20,000 simulated observations for each race. The simulated data is generated using the estimates of the model. The schooling choices are the optimal decisions simulated from the model.
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Figure 7. Location of Blacks in White Distribution under Diﬀerent Scenarios Hourly Wages
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Note: The panels in this figure present the proportion of blacks with hourly wages in the respective percentile range of the white distribution under diﬀerent scenarios. The bars under "Model" show the location of blacks in the white distribution as predicted by the model. The bars under "Observables and Unobservables" show the location of blacks in the white distribution when blacks are assumed to have´whites’ distributions of observed and unobserved characteristics. Specifically, given individual’s ³ R R race R, let YsR a, X R a ,f ,θ



³



f R , θR



´



denote the log hourly wage at age a and schooling s,given observed (XaR ) and unobserved



³



characteristics, and let DsR Z R , f R



´



¡



¢



denote a dummy variable such that, given characteristics Z R , f R , takes a



value of 1 if the schooling level s is selected, and 0 otherwise. Thus the bars under "Observables and Unobservables" compare the distribution of S ³ ´ X ³ ´ ³ ´ W W W W W W W W B YsB a, X W , Z , f , θ D , f , f , θ = Z Y a, X s s a a s=1



³ ´ W W W with the distribution of YsW a, X W . The same logic applies for "Unobservables", "Observables" and "Coga ,Z ,f ,θ ³ ´ ³ ´ ³ ´ W W W B B W B B W nitive" where YsB a, X a , Z , f , θ are used instead of ,YsB a, X a , Z W , f B , θB and YsB a, X B a , Z , f C , fN , θ ³ ´ W B B YsB a, X W , respectively. a ,Z ,f ,θ
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Figure 8. Location of Blacks in White Distribution under Diﬀerent Scenarios Annual Earnings
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Note: The panels in this figure present the proportion of blacks with annual earnings in the respective percentile range of the white distribution under diﬀerent scenarios. The bars under "Model" show the location of blacks in the white distribution as predicted from the model. The bars under "Observables and Unobservables" show the location of blacks in the white distribution when blacks are ³assumed to have´ whites’ distributions of observed and unobserved characteristics. Specifically, given individual’s ³ ´ R R race R, let YsR a, X R a ,f ,θ



R R and HsR a, X R a ,f ,θ



denote log hourly wage and log annual hours worked at age a and ³ ´ ³ ´ ¡ R¢ schooling s, given observed Xa and unobserved f R , θ R characteristics, and let DsR Z R , f R denote a dummy variable ¡ ¢ such that, given characteristics Z R , f R , takes a value of 1 if the schooling level s is selected, and 0 otherwise. Thus, the bars



under "Observables" compare the distribution of the variable:



S ³ ´ X ³ ´ ³ ´´ ¡ ¢³ W W W W W W W E B a, X W , Z , f , θ Ds ZsW , f W YsB a, X W = + HsB a, X W a a ,f ,θ a ,f ,θ s=1



with the distribution of E W



³ ´ W W W , Z , f , θ a, X W . The same logic applies for "Observables", "Unobservables" and "cognia



tive" where the respective elements are equalized between races.
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Figure 9. Location of Blacks in White Distribution under Diﬀerent Scenarios Present Value of Earnings
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Note: This figure presents the proportion of blacks with present value of earnings in the respective percentile range of the white distribution of present value of earnings under diﬀerent scenarios. It presents the comparison when the distributions of observed and unobserved characteristics are³equalized across races ´ (using whites as baseline). In each case, the present value R R of earnings was created as follows. Let EsR a, X R a , Qa , f , θ



R



denote the annual earnings at age a and schooling s, given ³ ´ ¡ R R¢ ¡ ¢ R observed Xa , Qa and unobserved XaR , f R , θ characteristics, and race R. Likewise, let Ds ZsR , f R denote a dummy ¡ ¢ variable such that, given characteristics ZsR , f R , takes a value of 1 if the schooling level s is selected, and 0 otherwise. Thus, if ρ denotes the discount rate, the present value of earnings is:



PV



R



A S ³ ´ X ³ ´ X ¡ ¢ R R R R R a−1 R R R ρ DsR ZsR , f R EsR a, X R X ,Q ,Z ,f ,θ = . a , Qa , f , θ a=1



s=1



The discount factor (ρ) used in this figure is 0.97. The bars under "Model" depict the location of blacks in the white distribution as predicted by the model. The bars under "Observables and Unobservables" show the location of blacks in the white distribution when blacks are assumed to have whites’ distributions of observed and unobserved characteristics. Specifically, these bars compare the distribution of: A S ³ ´ X ³ ´ X ¡ ¢ W W W W W P V B X W , QW , Z , f W , θ ρa−1 DsB ZsW , f W EsB a, X W = a , Qa , f , θ a=1



with the distribution of P V W "Cognitive".



³



s=1



´ W W X W , QW , Z , f W , θ . The same logic applies for "Observables", "Unobservables" and
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